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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Faculty collaboration has grown dramatically over the course
of this century. Conventional stereotypes, which convey the
image of professors conducting research in the isolation of
a laboratory or teaching aldne in front of a room of passive
students, overlook important aspws of modern academic
life. Many professors now do much of their workteach.

ing, conducting research, and writing--in partnership with
colleagues.

Faculty collaboration occurs in a variety of settings and
takes different forms, depending on the nature of the col-
laborative team and the goals of its members. Essentially,
Faculty collaboration is a cooperative endeavor that involves
common goals, coordinated effort, and outcomes or products-
for which the collaborators share responsibility and credit.
This definition is broad and flexible, because Faculty collab-
oration varies in numerous ways contingent upon whether
the partnership is for teaching or research as well as on the
participants' fields of specialization, institutions of employ-
ment, career stages, and a host of other Factors.

Professors choose to work in concert with colleagues for
numerous reasons. Many believe collaboration increases pro-
ductivity, maintains motivation, and stimulates creativity and
risk taking. It can maximize the use of limited resources and
could inhance the quality of teaching and research. Some-
times complex problems accompany faculty collaboration,
however, such as difficulty concerning evaluation and assign-
ing credit for work produced in collaboration. Because of
the increasing popularity of faculty collaboration and the com-
plex questions it poses to higher education, the time is right
for a comprehensive examination of this important topic.

Why Is Faculty Collaboration a Growing Trend?
The growth of collaboration is not limiteci to the academic
sector. Indeed, higher education is in the midst of a larger
movement that is sweeping across our society. For example,
teaming is increasingly prevalent in business, health care,
and public policy work. Thrbulent environments, rapidly
changing technologies, and increasingly specialized knowl-
edge are some of the factors that are making collaboration
more attractive to professors and society in general.

How Do Faculty Collaborate?
Fundamentally, Faculty collaboration takes two principal
formscollaboration in research and collaboration in teach-

mculty collaboration
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ing. Considerable variation occurs within these two categories,
however. Collaboration in research can vary on several dimen .
sions, including its purpose, organizational structure, team
composition, and duration. In "Supplementary collaboration,"
for example, researchers divide tasks among distinctively qual-
ified specialists and make separate contributions to a shared
project. in "complementary collaboration," on the other
hand, researchers with similar interests and qualifications
work closely on all aspects of a joint endeavor (Smart and
Bayer 1986).

Collaboration in teaching can differ along several dimen-
sions as well. Various classification schemes divide team
teaching according to the roles teachers play (specialist versus
generalist, for example), the degree of hierarchy in the team
structure (hierarchical versus interactive, for example), and
the extent to which disciplinary perspectives are integrated
or maintained as distinct in the teaching collaboration
(Easterby-Smith and Olve 1984; Rinn and Weir 1984).

Collaborative prictices differ considerably across fields.
Collaboration is most common in "data disciplines" with
development of strong paradigms (like physics or chemistry).
Collaboration is less widely practiced in "word disciplines"
(like sociology or political science) and is rare indeed in
fields like philosophy or literature (Bayer and Smart 1988;
Berelson 1960; Fox and Faver 1984).

What Are the Key Steps ?.1 Collaboration?
Although each collaborative arrangement is distinctive, col-
laboration generally follows a common pattern. Small-group
theory helps to illuminate the dynamics of collaboration. For
example, negotiated order theory (Gray 1989) sees collab-
oration as a process of negotiation among stake holders. This
theory emphasizes the temporary and emergent nature of
collaboration as participants work out the details of executing
a shared project or activity. Although small-group models
might label the steps in the collaborative process somewhat
differently, each effective collaborative team must proceed
through four basic stages: (1) choosing colleagues or team
members, (2) dividing the labor, (3) establishing work guide-
lines, and (4) terminating a collaboration. The way collabo-
rators execute each step influences the evolution and out-
comes of the team's effort.

6



Why Is Faculty Collaboration Controversial?
Collaboration among facuky often raises issues of power,
influence, profe&sional identity, and integrity. Evaluating indi
vidual contributions to collaborative endeavors and allocadng
credit fairly among partners are difficult challenges that fre-
quently plague collaborators. Exploitation of lower.status par-
ties in collaboratNe groups (women, minorities, junior col-
leagues, students, for example) is another problem that
sometimes results when academics pool their talents. Most
professional societies and higher education institutions have
not implemented policies for resolving complex problems
that can result from teamwork. As collaboration becomes
more standard in the academic profession, clear policies are
needed to ensure that faculty derive the maximum benefit
from working together.

What Recommendations Emerge from a
Study of Collaboration among Faculty?
The growing trend toward collaboration has implications for
faculty, administrators, and the general higher education com-
munity. Faculty who are accustomed to working alone should
consider developing collaborative relationships. Carefully
managed collaborative partnerships can enrich academic life.
To be successful, collaborators must know the dynamics of
the collaboration process and he prepared to cope with col-
laboration's challenges as well as reap its rewards.

Administrators have a key role to play in fostering effective
collaboration. They can allocate discretionary resources and
shape supportive policies to encourage faculty to work
together. More important, administrators can stimulate col-
laborative work by recognizing and rewarding collaborative
achievements in public and private ways. They can also pro-
mote teamwork by collaborating themselves in team teaching
an occasional course or conducting research with faculty
colleagues.

At present, many informal traditions and explicit policies
(criteria for tenure and promotion, policies for merit pay,
standards for faculty evaluation, for example) inhibit collab-
oration by faculty. If the higher education community wishes
to encourage more faculty teamwork, some significant reforms
will be needed. For example, as part of professional social-
inition, students should be introduced to the merits and pro-
cesses of collaboration. Certainly, the frequently accepted

Faculty Od laborallon



idea that single-author publications are inherently more val-
uable than co-authored work should be reexamined. Breaking
down the barriers that discourage collaboration by faculty
is probably the most needed reform. By implementing sup-
portive policies and creating organizational structures to facil-
itate collaboration across disciplinary and institutional bound-
aries, higher education could better reap the range of bene-
fits that faculty collaboration promises.

What Questions Remain to Be Explored?
Many questions concerning faculty collaboration invite atten-
tion. Research that explores more deeply how the collab-
oration experience varies by discipline, type of institution,
and career stage is needed. Studies specifically comparing
the collaboration practices of genders and various ethnic
groups would also enhance understanding of this complex
phenomenon. More systematic research on the outcomes
and benefits of collaboration is essential as well. Carefully
crafted studies using qualitative and quantitative methodol-
ogies will help to eliminate myths about collaboration and
enable faculty members to enter collaborative relationships
armed with knowledge that will enhance their opportunities
for a successful experience.
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FOREWORD

While a few of the disciplines value collaborative efforts,
many, if not most, see collaborative teaching and research
as less valid or less respectable than individual faculty efforts.
These disciplines generally develop a viewpoint that focuses
on the negative aspects of collaborative efforts. This negative
paradigm, which many faculty developed from their own
experiences as students, sees collaborative scholarship.as
manipulative or exploitive, with one or more of the parties
involved getting credit for someone else's work. While this
situation is always a possibility when people cooperate in
an activity, the benefits of collaboration, on the whole, far
outweigh the possible negative consequences. Each of the
following four benefits of collaborative learning contributes
in its own way to increased quality and productivity:

Greater intellectual creativity. It is a universally
accepted principle in business and industry that the more
minds working on a problem, the greater the chance of find-
ing a solution. Researchers of high achievers from Napoleon
Hill to Stephen Covey identify the characteristic of working
in teams as a major trait of people who repeatedly effect suc-
cessful outcomes. The success of the space program in the
1960s would never have occurred without the collaborative
efforts of many different intellectual areas.

Higher productivity through mutual goals. For the
collaborative process to work, a clear understanding of what
the problem or activity is, who is going to do what, and when
each of the parties will complete his or her responsibilities
must be present. The more this division of effort is delineated,
the greater the need within each individual to produce good.
quality work in a timely way, lest they look bad to their col-
leagues. This incentive to produce can be very exciting and
stimulating as the results of each party's efforts become part
of the greater whole.

An atmosphere for mentoring and role modeling.
One of the key elements of professionalization in medicine
is that of role modeling from many mentors. In the disci-
plines, it is more the norm to promote scholarship with little
or no assistance or to limit students to one mentor--usually
the chair of the student's dissertation committee. This practice
of scholarship in isolation is perpetuated as entering faculty
members struggle without guidance to develop their courses
and meet the publishing requirement necessary to achieve
tenure. Involving senior faculty, junior faculty, and students

Faculty cidlaboratton Xt'
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together in collaborative teaching and research could greatly
enhance the skills and professionalization of all concerned.

Appreciation and recognition for achievement. In
an academic career, it is not unusual f". a person to achieve
the height of his or her profession la) .ie mid-40s and have
nothing but the same activities to look forward to for the
remainder of the career. Because of the protective cloak of
tenure and academic freedom, many academic leaders ignore
the activities and the resulting accomplishments of their
faculty, as they tend to matters they have more control over.
This benign neglect often results in a feeling by the faculty
of not being appreciateda major reason for faculty mem-
bers' dissatisfaction. When tough economic times eliminate
other evidence of appreciationfunds for travel, teaching/
research assistance, and secretarial services, for example
this feeling is furthered magnified. The process of collabo-
rative efforts automatically helps to reinforce the worth of
each participant and creates an atmosphere of appreciation.

In this monograph, authors Ann E. Austin, associate pro-
fessor in the Higher, Adult, and Lifelong Education Program
at Michigan State University, and Roger G. Baldwin, associate
professor of higher education at the College of William and
Mary, synthesize the research and literature on collaboration
in academic life. They review trends in collaboration and prac-
tices in different disciplinary fields of higher education and
in other sectors. Their report recognizes the distinctive nature
cm various modes of collaboration, examines the generic ele-
ments of the collaboration process in detail, and examines
such difficult topics as the fair awarding of credit for author-
ship and collaboration among colleagues of different status.
The monograph concludes with recommendations for policy
and practice, identifying questions that warrant further
research.

Collaboration among faculty, when used to further the
vision and mission of the institution or discipIine, can greatly
enhance the quality of scholarship and teaching. Academic
leaders and faculty together need to learn to value collabo-
rative activity as an important ingredient for ensuring the vi-
tality of academe.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor, Professor and
Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
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PREFACE

This book consolidates research and writing from a variety
of fields to enhance understanding of faculty collaboration.
By reviewing and integrating this diverse body of literature,
we have each acquired an enhanced appreciation for effective
collaborative arrangements. We Also have developed an im-
proved awareness of the myriad of factors that contribute to
the success or failure of faculty partnerships.

In addition to other sources of information, our own col-
laboration Jn this book has enhanced our knowledge of the
collaborat' process. Similar to many collaborations, our
work together began informally once we discovered shared
professional interests. Smaller joint projects preceded our
decision to cooperate on a task of this magnitude. In this
book, each of us took principal responsibility for certain por-
tions of the text. We worked out the overall plan together
and contributed ideas and advice on one another's sections,
however. The final manuscript is genuinely a shared product
to which we have each contributed an equal measure. Neither
oF us could have written this book alone. It did not take shape
:n our individual minds but through many conversations we
had about the topic over a long period of time. Like other
long-distance collaborations, we worked on the book when-
ever we could. We met to discuss it in Atlanta, San Francisco,
Washington, D.C., Nashville, and East Lansing. Each time we
gained additional insights, and the project moved along a
little farther. This lengthy process has taught us a great deal
about the difficulties and the considerable benefits of working
closely with colleagues on topics of mutual concern. We have
each gained respect for collaboration. Our professional lives
have been enriched by the process. And we will probably
be working together again soon. We hope this report will
entice its readers to give collaboration a try. As we discovered,
first-hand experience with collaboration is the best way to
learn about it.

Ann E. Austin
Roger G Baldwin

February 1992
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COLLABORATION IN ACADEMIC LIFE

Collaboration in the academic profession is a growing and
controversial phenomenon. And it is an issue that deserves
the careful attention of higher education and its leaders. The
author of the best-selling book, A Brief Histo ty of Time: From
the Big Bang to Black Holes credits much of his success in
theoretical physics to collaborators in successive phases of
his intellectual odyssey, acknowledging both the physical and
theoretical help he has received from colleagues and students.
"Having to keep up with my students has been a great stim-
ulation, and has . . prevented me from getting stuck in a rut"
(Hawking 1988, p. vii). Those collaborators have enabled him
to continue the life of the mind despite the effects of a debil-
itating motor neuron condition, commonly known as Lou
Gehrig's disease. This case, while extreme, clearly highlights
the empowering capacity of collaborative relationships. 7Wo
or more people working cooperatively can do many things
one person cannot do alone.

In contrast, scholarly collaboration can also be controversial.
The 1989 Nobel prize in medicine was awarded to two Amer-
ican researchers Without acknowledging the contribution of
the French scientist who "performed the critical experiments
for which his American professors won the award" ( Washing-
ton Post 11 October 1989). "Controversies have frequently
arisen over the Nobel science prizes, which single out a few
individual researchers for special recognition in fields where
new knowledge usually comes from the cooperative efforts
of many scientists, students, and technicians."

An "intellectual sea change" (Boyer 1990, p. 21) could be
under way within the academic profession. "Today, more than
at any time in recent memory, researchers.feel the need to
move beyond traditional disciplinary boundaries, commu-
nicate with colleagues in other fields, and discover patterns
that connect" (p. 20). The increasing frequency of Faculty col-
laboration supports this assertion. The growth of collaboration
could be part of a major redefinition of academic roles and
the way they are carried out.

An expanded vision of scholarship is necessary if this coun
try's higher education institutions are to remain vital and to
keep pace with society's rapidly changing needs. Including
teaching and efforts to integrate and apply knowledge as well
as the discovery of knowledge into this revised definition of
scholarship calls into quLlstion the conventional model of fac-
ulty practice. Any reassessment of scholarship and academic

The growth
of
collaboration
could be part
of a major
redefinitkm
of academic
roles and the
way tiwy are
card out.
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life generally must devote attention to the phenomenon of
collaboraton among faculty. Ignoring the collaborative di-
mension now common in academe would overlook "new
realities both within the academy and beyond" (Boyer
1990, p. 3).

This monograph takes an in-depth look at collaboration
in the academic profession. Its purpose is to enhance under-
standing of this growing trend by examining the forces that
encourage professors ;o collaborate and reviewing the col-
laboration process. It also identifies the consequences, pos-
itive and negative, of collaborative activity and examines both
the beneficial outcomes and the controversies surrounding
collaboration. The monograph provides a foundation for the
development of policies and procedures to foster and regulate
the various forms of collaboration now common on college
and university campuses. Finally, it identifies some of the
questions and issues pertaining to collaboration that invite
scholarly research. Though collaboration is an important part
of work in academe, it has received surprisingly little attention
from those who study faculty and their careers.

A Growing Phenomenon
in many fields of study, the image of the solitary scholar work-
ing alone in a library carrel or laboratory is no more than a
fond memory or historic artifact. Forty years ago, a writer sug-
gested that "the modem Charles Darwin" would not be found
working privately in a library or on lone travels to the Gala-
pagos Islands (Eaton 1951). Rather, he would most likely be
a member of the staff of a large university or research institute,
where he would integrate his work with any number of col-
laborators. Products of major collaborative efforts are now
so common in our society that it is difficult to imagine life
without them. Microwave ovens, color television, and the
modern computer resulted from highly trained specialists
pooling their resources to unleash creativity no one possessed
by himself.

"In the strongholds of research, the isolated rooms in the
ivory tower may not be the best habitat for achievement"
(Pelz ard Andrews 1966, p. 237). This view holds that com-
plete autonomy can be debilitating to a member of the aca-
demic profession. It isolates individuals from stimulation
offered by colleagues and leaves them confined by the limits
of their own knowledge and imagination.
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In contrast to the c assical image of the scholar, the modem
academic works closely with colleagues in teaching and
research. Team teaching and collaborative research are now
common in many fields of study. Collaborative scholarship
has grown exponentially since World War II (see, e.g., Baum
et al. 1976; Bayer and Smart 1988; Beaver and Rosen 1978,
1979; Fox and Faver 1984; Over 1982; Patel 1973), and col-
laboration among academics is not a new phenomenon (Bea-
ver and Rosen 1978, 1979). Collaboration clearly has become
more common in recent decades, however, as the funding
and methodology of research have changed (Beaver and
Rosen 1979). In the first decade of this century, for example,
75 percent of publications in the biological and physical sci-
ences had only one author. Between 1950 and 1959, however,
single authorship in those fields dropped to 19 percent (Zuck-
erman and Merton 1972). The field of psychology exhibits
a similar trend. Single-author publications declined from
almost 66 percent in 1949 to under 33 percent in 1979 (Over
1982). During the same period, the mean number of authors
per article in journals of the American Psychological Asso-
ciation increased from 1.47 to 2.19 (Over 1982). An even more
complex process could be under way (Patel 1973). In addition
to the trend from single to multiple authorship is a trend from
a single institutional base of authorship to cross-institutional
collaboration. Essentially, academics are moving from a mode
of sellreliance to a mode of multipurpose assistance.

These trends have both positive and negative implications.
Collaboration has enlivened many classrooms and led to
numerous products that have enriched our lives. Many aca-
demics have been rejuvenated by the opportunity to work
closely with younger colleagues or peers who bring different
disciplinary perspectives to a teaching or research problem.
Yet collaboration also poses serioUs problems for higher edu-
cation. Fair distribution of credit for co-authored work is a
significant concern on some college campuses. Likewise,
administrators and faculty colleagues often have difficulty
evaluating the products of collaborative research or teach-
ing. Complex ethical questions arise when senior academics
take advantage of their junior colleagues or individuals are
listed as authois of works to which they contributed very
little of substance.

Today collaboration is clearly a fact of academic life. More
and more professors teach cooperatively. Many also conduct

Faculty Collaboration 3
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research in tandem with others and co-author articles and
books. Yet higher education has no, completely acknowledged
or accepted this phenomenon. Remarkably little research and
writing analyze the process of academic collaboration, and
scarcely a handful of universities and professional organiza-
tions have developed systematic policies for regulating and
evaluating collaborative practices and products. For these rea-
sons, a comprehensive survey of the research and literature
on faculty collaboration is overdue. lb respond appropriately
to a growing trend, colleges and universities must look care-
fully at the many forms of collaboration that now occupy a
large portion of professors time and energy.

Definition
To proceed with this analysis, it is essential to define "col-
laboration." Regrettably, it is not an easy task. Even within the
boundaries of higher education, collaboration means different
things to different people. To collaborate is to work in com-
bination toward a unified action (Cameron 1984). Or collab-
oration is laboring with others, cooperating, working as part
of a team, and it involves blending oneself into a group to
move effectively together (Keohane 1985). Or collaboration
is a process of functional interdependence in an attempt to
coordinate skills, tools, and rewards (Patel 1973).

It is important to distinguish collaboration from cooper-
ation, especially because the two are sometimes used inter-
changeably. Collaboration is the narrower term. Collaboration
requires a great deal of cooperation, but the final objectives
of the two activities differ somewhat. Individuals who coop-
erate often reach some agreements but proceed individually
toward self-determined goals (Hord 1981). In contrast, people
who collaborate work closely together and share mutual
responsibility for their joint endeavor. According to this con-
ceptualization, collaboration not only involves cooperative
action. It emerges from shared goals and leads to outcomes
that benefit all partners.

As this monograph makes clear, collaboration comes in
many forms. What constitutes collaboration in one academic
setting might not be typical in another. The organization and
sharing of work for one collaborative team can differ from
the way in which another group divides and accomplishes
its work. Hence, no definition of collaboration is comprehen-
sive or completely satisfying. Collaboration might be one of



those words, like "salad" or "game," that is essentially unde-
finable but can be understood by looking at the characteristics
with which it is often associated (\Whipple 1987). The tongue-
in-cheek question, "Is a bowl of gazpacho, served before a
main course, a salad?" (p. 4), helps to illustrate the difficulty
of defining collaboration. But although the outer limits of a
concept like collaboration are fuzzy, the term is well enough
understood to be useful.

For the purposes of this monograph, faculty collaboration
is described as a cooperative endeavor that involves common
goals, coordinated effort, and outcomes or products for which
the collaborators share responsibility and credit. This descrip-
tion is intentionally broad and flexible because it must accom-
modate collaboration in both research and teaching in dif
ferent disciplines and different types of institutions in our
complex higher education system.

Why Academics Collaborate
The reasons for the significant growth of collaboration in the
academic profession are complex. The ultimate rationale for
collaboration "is for the participants to make use of each
others' talents to do what they either could not have done
at all or as well alone" (Wildavsky 1986, p. 237). This reason
ing is valid on the face, but it tells us little about why collab-
oration has become increasingly common throughout the aca .
demic ranks. Several forces, both social and psychological,
seem to be encouraging more and more professors to work
closely with their colleagues (Gibson 1987). "Accelerating
demands to publish have fanned the fires of more than a few
mutuai efforts" (p. 56). Further, the logistics of large-scale
research necessitate collaboration by academics in many
fields. The complex issues facing society and educators to.
day partially account for the growth of team teaching. Many
faculty trained in specialized subject fields feel ill-prepared
to teach by themselves courses that require an interdisdplin-
ary perspective.

The forces promoting collaboration can be divided into
two categories, oiganizationaVinstitutional factors and indi-
vidual factors (Fox and Faver 1982). At the organizational level
are the increased availability of student assistants, technical per-
sonnel, and electronic equipment, and the increased support
for research on a grand scale (Patel 1973). Certainly, the latest
generation of communications technology facilitates collah
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oration, especially ovet long distances. Facsimile machines,
electronic mail, wordprocessing systems, and telephone an-
swering machines make the logistics of worldng collabora-
tively on scholarship and teaching less cumbersome and
quicker than was the case previously. Further, the maturation
of the disciplines and increasingly specialized research tech-
nology help to account for the growth of collaboration (Fox
and Faver 1984). The emergence of conceptual models and
theoretical paradigms in many fields helps specialists to divide
the labor in their quest for new knowledge. Similarly, a team
of Faculty working collaboratively can bring their individual
areas of expertise to the teaching of a course that covers an
array of topics, thereby enhancing their students' educational
experience. Today, scholars cannot operate by themselves the
state-of-the-art equipment now in use in many fields. Likewise,
individual researchers, or even individual institutions, cannot
afford to shoulder the expense of the sophisticated facilities
necessary for research and teaching on the cutting edge in
some disciplines. For many academics, collaboration has
become less an option than a requirement for success.

Indeed, much collaboration can be attributed to the
increased professionalization of science (Beaver and Rosen
1978). Collaboration has become a mechanism for gaining
recognition in the professional/academic community. It "pro-
vides a means of demonstrating one's ability to those in a
position to 'recognize' others as well as [a means for) keeping
up one's output from such a position" (p. 69). The nature
of the scholarly enterprise has changed dramatically in recent
decades, requiring, in many cases, more sophisticated ap-
proaches to instruction and research. A well-conceived col-
laborative arrangement eases access to the special expertise,
skills, and facilities professors need to succeed in today's aca-
demic environment (Beaver and Rosen 1978). It appears that
both organizational and related professional variables are stim-
ulating the increase of collaboration in academe.

A variety of individual factors seem to be fostering more
collaboration as well. Th desire to alleviate professional iso-
lation and maintain motivation in today's competitive envi-
ronment is encouraging professors to reach out to their col-
leagues (Fox and Faver 1982). Elementary social psychology
explains that individuals are more likely to follow through
on projects that involve commitments to others than projects
with no external accountability. By joining their resources



and dividing labor, academics can increase their productivity
and attain goals.that would be unreachable if they worked
independently.

Professors who collaborate in teaching or scholarship
assume that they will reap a variety of benefits from the effort
they expend cooperatively. In addition to greater productivity,
enhanced quality and increased risk-taking are often asso-
ciated with collaborative arrangements (Fox and Faver 1984).
It is widely assumed that better, and perhaps more original,
'ideas are likely to emerge when two or more people put their
heads together. A socially reinforcing work group not only
has the potential to foster creativity, but can also provide the
security academics need to challenge conventional thinking
and standard practices in their discipline or profession.

Collaboration with colleagues can unleash simple yet pow.
erful forces (equally pertinent to female and male collabo-
rators today):

. . . one way. . . . is by providing new ideasjostling a man
out of his old ways of thinking about things. . . . Then there
Is the possibiliry of a colleague catching an error [that] the
man himself is too engrossed to see. . . . Still another way
colleague contacts [can] hep a person is in keeping him
on his toesshnple things, like putting in agood day's work,
or running a test the way it should be done . . . (Pelz and
Andrews 1966, p. 52).

In short, collaboration offers a source of support for improv-
ing performance, maximizing potential, and achieving the
goals that attracted many to the academic profession.

Academic Life: A Social Process
Research and productivity in our society are generally seen
as the outcome of individual initiative rather than the results
of a fertile environment that combines the talent and energy
of two or more individuals (Nobel :986). The Anglo-American
tradition of research views its past achievements primarily in
terms of the "lone wolf," the great individual, or the hero of
science (Beaver and Rosen 1978). We often hold a "cherished
image of the artist as solitary creator" and regard the idea of
artistic collaboration as a surprising conception (McCabe
1984, p. 15). Even the role of teacher, though by definition
a communal activity, is commonly understood as highly
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autonomous, with the individual in complete control and
totally responsible for the success or failure of what goes on
in the classroom.

In modern business and industry, the spirit of rugged indi-
vidualism is dying out of necessity (Shreeve et aL 1986). And
a somewhat similar pattern has begun to emerge within the
academic profession. Contrary to the popular view, academics
are social beings, and much academic work is done in groups,
partnerships, or teams. Some theorists now even argue that
the very act of knowing or knowledge construction is a social
process. Academics develop understanding and discover new
knowledge through a process of continual conversation and
negotiation (Bruffee 1984). According to this perspective,
even in the "hard' sciences, knowledge is a social artifact
rather than totally objective, indisputable fact (Kuhn 1970).
Within this framework, teaching and learning are best under-
stood as collaborative activities. Similarly, scholarship typically
is, to a great degree, collaborative as well.

Research documents that collegial communication and col-
laboration are closely asspciated with professional produc-
tivity. Social connectedness with colleagues is positively
related to productivity in publication among natural scientists
(Finkelstein 1984). One of the key environmental factors that
mediates the level of productivity is collegial exchange and
communication (Fox 1985a). "Data indicate that collegial
exchange stimulates research involvement by testing ideas,
activating interests, and reinforcing work" (p. 266). The
highest-performing academics in numerous fields often begin
to collaborate early, usually during graduate school (Finkel-
stein 1984), and they maintain this pattern of work throughout
their professional lives. Empirical evidence indicates that high-
performing academics are also among their fields' most active
collaborators (Bayer and Smart 1988). Similarly, in some cases,
scientists who performed at the highest levels spent consid-
erably more time in communication with colleagues than their
less productive peers (Pelz and Andrews 1966).

Even though collaboration is becoming more common
within the academic ranks, it is by no means a uniform phe.
nomenon. It varies by disciplinary field, by gender, and
according to a host of other factors. In addition, academics
employ many different forms of collaboration, some more
successfully than other.s.
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A close examination of current collaborative practice among
professors raises an array of questions about this growing phe-
nomenon. Yet no comprehensive survey of collaboration in
the academic profession currently exists. The literature on
collaboration is widely dispersed and difficult to access. More-
over, it tends to be atheoretical. Descriptions of collaborative
practice are available for various fields, but most of these
reports give little insight into the common attributes or the
complexities that characterize collaboration across the board.
Even fewer publications address the implications of collab-
oration for policy and practice in the higher education
community.

The mystery surrounding successful collaborative arrange-
ments must be solved. Some myths need to be laid to rest
and many questions answered. The following sections present
a comprehensive overview of the literature and research cur-
rently available on collaboration in academic life, and the
monograph provides a conceptual context for understanding
current collaborative practice and for considering how to cap-
italize on the potential collaboration offers to the academic
profession. The following pages attempt to answer these
questions:

1. What forms of collaboration are practiced in the academic
profession?

2. Do the collaboration practices of academics differ by dis-
cipline, by gender, or according to other variables?

3. What theories or conceptual perspectives help illuminate
the structure and process of collaboration among faculty
members?

4. What are the basic steps in the collaborative process?
5. What problems and ethical questions commonly surround

collaborative efforts?
6. What Factors promote and what factors inhibit collabo-

ration among professors?
7. How can institutional policies and administrative lead-

ership optimize the advantages of collaborative work?
8. What are the most pressing questions regarding faculty

collaboration that researchers could fruitfully address?

The mystety
surrounding
successful
collaborative
arrangements
must be solved
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THE TREND TOWARD COLLABORATION

Collaboration is a trend gaining momentum in U.S. society.
The terms used might vary across sectorscooperative work,
quality circles, teamwork, joint projects, group workas might
the particular forms of collaboration. Nevertheless, an array
of factors are causing workers, managers, teachers, students,
citizen groups, and others to consider seriously the benefits
of working cooperatively to achieve important goals. "Team
building is in" (George 1987, p. 122).

The wide and growing interest in teamwork and collab-
oration is evidenced in the many recently published books
pertaining to the topic (see, e.g., Kanter 1983; Lawler 1986;
Peters 1987). Seminars, retreats, and consultants are readily
available for those wishing to learn more about the benefits,
forms, and processes of collaboration and how they could
use it in their own work.

This section presents a brief overview of some of the col-
laborative practices developing in other sectors, specifically
highlighting the trend toward teamwork in the business sector
and the growing interest in collaborative learning at all levels
of education. It also notes a variety of other parts of our soci-
ety where teamwork is used. While the focus of this mono-
graph is the specific forms of collaboration in which faculty
engage, an understanding of faculty collaborationits benefits
and pitfalls, its forms, and the steps through which collabo-
rative relationships are forgedis deepened by an awareness
of the broader context surrounding this dimension of faculty
work. Some of the factors that encourage teamwork in the
business worki, in dementary, secondary, or college class-
rooms, or in the health arena also lead faculty members to
consider sharing work with colleagues. Some of what we have
learned about how small groups typically initiate, develop,
negotiate, and complete their work is informed by research
on teamwork and collaboration in other sectors. Faculty col-
laboration cannot be fully understood if it is seen as an
unusual and atypical form of work rather than as one form
of what is becoming a more general trend in our society.

Teamwork in the Business Sector
Historically, U.S. culture has embraced individual entrepre-
neurism, autonomy, and independence. But evidence is
mounting that this "pioneering metaphor" is giving way, to
some extent, to a new metaphor that emphasizes interdepen.
dence and complementarity (Gray 1989, pp. 269-70). A num-
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ber of forces are converging in business and industry to
heighten interest in collaboration and teamwork, a leading
one of which is the increasing turbulence and complexity
of the environment:The marketplace is widening and com-
petition becoming more intense. Fast-paced technological
change is another factor leading to collaboration, as U.S. com-
panies wishing to stay on the cutting edge seek to use the
expertise, ideas, and talents of an array of different people
and must find ways to bring the knowledge of these people
together quickly and efficiently. Linked to the fast pace of
technological change is the press for shorter periods between
development and introduction of new products. A competitive
stance can be maintained only if new ideas are translated
quickly into new or updated products. Innovation and speed
are not the only challenges, however; they must be coupled
with the cost-effectiveness necessitated by a tight, competitive
economy and the high standards of quality demanded by
knowledgeable consumers prepared to give their business
to those companies whose products are perceived to be
strongest. In the face of these intertwining factors, U.S. indus-
try is recognizing that teamwork and collaboration in a variety
of forms provide useful and productive outcomes (Gray 1989;
Parker 1990).

Those who use or have worked with teams in the business
sector cite a variety of benefits k Gray 1989; Parker 1990).
Teams can increase productivity in several ways. When
members of different parts of the development, production,
and sales forces communicate regilarly, redundancy can be
reduced and resources used more wisely. Furthermore, team-
work promotes trust and communication, thus freeing more
human energy from typical political concerns to the resolution
of issues specifically related to the work and the product. The
use of teams also promotes innovation and creativity by bring-
ing the ideas of more than one person to the task. In addition
to these benefits of greater productivity and efficiency, height-
ened creativity and quality, and enhanced competitiveness,
teamwork is usually enjoyable for the members (Parker 1990).
Personal satisfaction grows as individuals share ideas, take
responsibility for a challenging task, and interact with others.
As our society increasingly emphasizes the importance of
quality of work life, this benefit remains significant (Parker
1990). As discussed later, many of these benefits are similar
to those that attract faculty members to collaboration.
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Collaboration in business and industry occurs in a variety
of ways and across diverse groups. One type of teamwork
occurs when a company seeks to enhance innovation, pro-
ductivity, and quality by bringing together employees from
various functional areas. The usual strategy of using task forces
and committees is widening to include quality circles (groups
of workers at similar levels who discuss and identify ways to
improve quality) and self-managing work teams (responsible
for setting their own pace, allocating responsibilities, and
maintaining quality control) (Parker 1990). Such companies
as AT&T and NCR Corporation use "concurrent engineering,"
whereby all those connected to a product work simultane-
ously rather than sequentially. In this approach, the design
engineers, the production workers, and the sales staff all work
at the same time on their aspect of product development and
communicate regularly about progress and problems. Those
using this form of collaboration report that a project can bc
completed in about half the usual time and that last-minute
difficulties are less likely than with sequential work (Port,
Schiller, and King 1990). Each form of teamwork within com-
panies involves flexible work structures and wider partici-
pation by employees in management of the work and
workplace.

Among the other types of collaboration in the business sec-
tor are the alliances that emerge among various groups asso-
ciated with particular industries. Management, workers, labor
unions, distributors, and communities are engaging in joint
planning and decision making with the view that the success
of the industry has important implications for an array of con-
stituencies. One example of this form of collaboration is the
new General Motors Saturn plant in Tennessee. Another exam-
ple is the cooperative effort between management and labor
that increasingly occurs in a number of industries to save jobs,
often in reaction to economic decline, increased competition,
and other environmental turbulence This kind of teamwork
is evidenced by joint labor-management committees on the
work site, dialogue between regional and national union and
management leadership, sweeping redesign of the workplace,
and alternative reward systems like gain-sharing and profit-
sharing plans (Gray 1989; Parker 1990).

Collaboration across companies within an industry is also
happening. International joint ventures contribute to inno
vation by enabling several companies to share the cost of
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developing and investing in new technology. Companitb also
enter these ventures for the purposes of expanding their tech-
nological knowledge, using a country's own company to help
another company enter a foreign market, and trading tech-
nological, design, or production secrets (Gray 1989; Hamel,
Doz, and Praha lad 1989). Telecommunication, computer,
robotic, and automobile industries have all engaged in inter-
national joint ventures.

A fourth type of collaboration in the business sector is the
teaming between government, business, and often labor. The
government's involvement in business matters is increasing,
while, at the same time, companies influence the government
by lobbying and bringing up various social and political
issues. joint effort and collaboration often result from rec-
ognition that the same issues confront both sectors.

This brief review of teamwork in business and industry
assists the study of faculty collaboration. While these forms
of collaboration differ in significant ways from collaboration
in higher education, they emerge for some of the same rea-
sons that lead members of the professoriate to find collabo-
ration inviting. "Theory, Structure, and Process of Collabora-
tion," later in this monograph, draws on research concerning
teams in business and industry to enhance the understanding
of collaboration among faculty.

Collaborative Learning
In elementary and secondary classrooms, and to some extent
in university and college classrooms, students participate in
collaborative learning experiences. Peer response groups,
small-group projects, long-term study teams, and collaborative
writing groups are among the variety if team experiences stu-
dents might encounter. The American Association for Higher
Education's Action Community on Collaborative Learning
defines this form of cooperation in higher education as
follows:

Collaboration in undergraduate education Ls a pedagogical
solle that emphasizes cooperative efforts among students,
faculty, and administrators. Rooted in the belief that learn-
ing Ls inherent61 social in nature, it stresses common inquiry
as the basic learning process (cited in Whipple 1987, p. 3).

A key element in collaborative learning is its epistemolog-
ical perspective that knowledge is socially constructed, created

14



by communities rather than individuals. Many disciplines
embrace social constructioni§m, which asserts that, as a social
construct, knowledge bciongs to and emerges from commu-
nities. That is, through their conversations and interactions,
and in the context of particular and changing political and
social environments, communities of individuals create and
shape knowledge. Knowledge is not transmitted or poured
into students but rather emerges from the ongoing dialogue
and social interaction within groups. Knowledge created in
this way is more than the compilation or summation of each
individual's knowledge (Bruffee 1986, 1987; MacGregor 1990;
Whipple 1987).

Several philosophical and educational roots contribute to
current thinking on collaborative learning (MacGregor 1990).
The work of Dewey and Piaget on the benefits of experiential
learning and of student-centered instruction and research in
social psychology on the small-group process has been a pri-
mary influence on the development of this form of pedagogy.
Additionally, feminist theory and pedagogy inform proponents
of collaborative learning. Feminist theory advances similar
epistemological assumptions as the collaborative learning
movement, emphasizing that learning occurs as individuals
interact with each other in the process of engaging the mate-
rial; learning is not a process of being filled like an empty
vessel (Belenky et al. 1986).

A variety of program3 in higher education (both historical
and current) also contribute to the collaborative learning
movement (MacGregor 1990). Historically, the experimental
colleges of the 1920s as well as those of the 1960s were efforts
to reorganize the college curriculum to foster more intellec-
tual engagement by students. The Great Books programs have
had similar goals. More recently, efforts in several disciplines
have both drawn on and contributed to collaborative learning.
Kenneth Bruffee of the City University of New York, for exam-
ple, is well known for hiF use of peer writing groups to de-
velop students' writing and thinking skills. Uri lliesman of
the University of lbxas has been sharing his experiences in
using student collaboration to teach college math.

A variety of characteristics distinguish collaborative learning.
First, collaborative learning involves positive interdependence
among group members, with each feeling a responsibility
for the group and its task (Cooper and Mueck 1990; MacGre-
gor 1990). Proponents of the particular form of collaboration
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called "cooperative learning" emphasize that all group
members take responsibility to ensure that each member
learns (Johnson, Johnson, and Smith 1991a, 1991b). Addition-
ally, cooperative learning involves individual accountability
achieved through having each person's grade calculated on
the basis of both individual and group work. A second feature
of collaborative learning is that it encourages students to learn
the social skills necessary for cooperation, such as listening
actively, offering effective criticism, and sharing their talents
and abilities in ways that benefit the group (Cooper and
Mueck 1990). Students also are encouraged to assume some
of the authority traditionally residing with the instructor (Bruf-
fee 1987). A third characteristic of collaborative learning is
that it creates a sense of community. Teachers and students
often become more closely engaged as they actively partic-
ipate in the educational process. Students learn to help each
other and, through collaboration, become more tolerant and
respectful of individual differences (Cooper and Mueck 1990;
MacGregor 1987; Whipple 1987). As discussed later, many
of the characteristics of collaborative learning as students
experience it parallel the experiences of faculty members
whose collaborations'enable them to work and learn together.

Collaborative learning in colleges and universities can take
many forms. It can include, for example, small groups of stu-
dents working together on a project, teams of two engaging
in a short brainstorming session as part of a class, a small
number of students reading and reacting to each other's drafts,
and a long-standing group of students who meet regularly
to review assignments and assist and monitor each other's
learning (MacGregor 1990; Whipple 1987). Cooperative learn-
ing groups can be categorized as one of three types (Johnson,
Johnson, and Smith 1)91a, 1991b). Formal cooperative learn-
ing groups, typically comprised of two to six students, are
formed for a period of time to accomplish a particular project
or task, such as a report or presentation. Informal cooperative
learning groups are less structured and exist for just a short
timegroups of two or three to answer a question using
material just presented in a lecture, for example. Base groups
consist of groups of students who meet on a long-term basis
to give peer support, share resources, and encourage each
other in learning.

While the lack of systematic implementation of cooperative
learning at the college level has mitigated against the devel-
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opment of a large body of knowledge about the impact of
this form of teamwork on postsecondary students, studies at
lower educational levels of the impact of cooperative learning
are more numerous. A series of meta-analyses offers Strong
evidence of cooperation's strengthoften surpassing tradi-
tional teaching methods--in promoting achievement and pro-
ductivity (Johnson et al. 1981). This pattern held true for all
subject areas and age groups tested. Minority and female stu-
dents in particular have shown advances in achievement asso-
ciated with cooperative learning (Cooper and Mueck 1990;
Slavin 1983).

Other effects of cooperative learning include enhanced sell
esteem and greater respect between participating students.
For example, students with varying levels of academic ability
and students from different ethnic groups develop more
mutual respect and liking for each other. Additionally, stu-
dents who participate in cooperative learning develop more
positive attitudes toward school in general, become more
competent and confident learners, gain in altruism, and grow
in their appreciation of the benefits of cooperation (Slavin
1983). Proponents of collaborative learning in higher edu-
cation argue that these results can be expected in higher edu-
cation also (MacGregor 1987, 1990).

The Growing Interest in Collaboration
In addition to the business and industrial world and the
undergraduate classroom, collaboration is increasing in a vari-
ety of other areas. The medical profession, for example, is
recognizing the necessity of teamwork, as evidenced by the
trend toward group practice and the teaming of physicians,
wcial workers, and social service agencies. In some medical
schools, students are required to work in collaborative groups
(Bruffee 1987).

Collaboration also is increasing in the area of conflict res-
olution, where adversarial work is giving way to more nego-
tiated and mediated settlements. In the political sector, indi-
viduals, agencies, and interest groups are more frequently
looking to build partnerships. Serious societal concerns, such
as environmental problems homelessness, and crime pre-
vention, are increasingly seen to require the cooperation and
joint efforts of an array of interested citizens and groups. All
in all, evidence is mourning that the complexity of today's
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pressing issues and challenges is eliciting more interest in
collaboration and cooperation than in the past.

Faculty members in U.S. colleges and universities are
affected by and part of this trend also. Many of the reasons
that prompt collaboration in the business, political, or medical
sectors--for example, the complexity of late 20th century
challenges and the need to use a variety of areas of expertisc
in addressing problemsencourage faculty members to con-
sider working with colleagues. Many faculty members are not
strangers to collaboration, having used their roles as
researchers and consultants to help in the establishment of
some of the business practices discussed. Some faculty
members, particularly those in the sciences, have worked with
government and independent research agencies that foster
large-scale collaborative work. The belief that collaboratively
produced knowledge is greater than what an individual can
produce aloneone of the assumptions undergirding col-
laborative learningalso undoubtedly motivates some Faculty
members to forgo some of their autonomy by Joining others.

As this monograph shows throughout, faculty collaboration
is its own form of work, quite distinct from other versions of
teamwork. Yet an awareness of the broader context in which
collaboration is developing in a number of sectors adds to
the belief that faculty collaboration should be studied and
encouraged. Furthermore, a look at collaboration in other
sectors suggests questions and issues to consider in exploring
collaboration among faculty members. Specifically, the forms,
benefits, problems, and outcomes of collaboration vary across
and within sectors. This monograph addresses these and other
issues as they pertain to collaboration among Faculty members
in higher education.
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COLLABORATION IN RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP

Professors cannot be completely effective if they work con-
tinuously in isolation: Rather than being a solitary activity,
the best scholarship brings faculty together and mutually rein-
forces their efforts in research and in teaching (Boyer 1990).
Indeed, in an era confronted with complex social, techno-
logical, and economic problems, a team approach to many
research and instructional tasks might not just be desirable;
it might be essential

Collaboration is not a uniform strategy that can be applied
with equal effectiveness in a variety of academic settings, how-
ever. Collaboration among academics takes many forms. lb
enhance understanding of these diverse and sometimes com-
plex arrangements, it is necessary to impose some order on
the variety of ways professors work collaboratively. This sec-
tion looks closely at collaboration in research; the next exam-
ines collaboration in teaching. Despite their common attri-
butes, collaboration in research and in teaching are distinctly
different processes. The literature on collaboration in research
and in teaching also differs qualitatively. Much more infor-
mation based on data is available on collaboration in research
than on collaboration in teaching. The literature on team
teaching, in contrast, tends to be more anecdotal and
prescriptive.

Forms of Collaboration in Research
Collaboration in research covers a wide spectrum of activity.
In the broadest sense, it ranges from contributing ideas and
information to an ongoing research initiative to complete
involvement in a research project and co-authoring publica-
tions with one or more other people (Begum and Sami 1988).
Collaboration can be formal and highly structureda working
partnership with a clear division of labor, a fixed schedule
of meetings, and clear deadlines, for example. Or it can be
more casual and open endedwhen colleagues jointly author
a book over many years, for example (Tomlinson, Semradek,
and Boyd 1986).

A distinction between "traditional" and "modern" teamwork
is necessary (Hagstrom 1964). The dominant form of collab-
oration has changed with the evolution of various disciplines
and new deVelopments in the research enterprise. Traditional
scientific teamwork consisted simply of freely collaborating
scholars or teachers collaborating with their students. Typ-
ically, they began to work cooperatively when they discovered
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shared interests or when they realized their work required
the assistance of others (Hagstrom 1964). 1Wo sociologists
working together on a study of the attitudes of residents of
a local subsidized housing project is an example of this kind
of traditional teamwork.

In contrast, modern teamwork is more complex and less
spontaneous, and often occurs on a grander scale than earlier
forms of collaboration. Multifaceted research problems some-
times require large numbers of people from different disci-
plines to work together. The Manhattan Project that secretly
employed large numbers of scientists in the research that led
to production of the first atomic bomb is perhaps the best
known example of modem teamwork. Modern teamwork can
involve a sharp division of labor, separation of the researcher
from the tools of production, and greater centralization of
authority (Hagstrom 1964). Both traditional and modem
forms of teamwork exist on college and university campuses
today. In some fields, the balance has shifted toward the latter,
and a major debate on the merits of "big science" (major
research projects involving sizable staffs, large budgets, and
elaborate administrative structures) versus "little science" (a
few scholars with a relatively small budget conducting hands-
on research) is under way.

Collaboration can be consolidated into three generic cate-
gories: "complementary," "supplementary," and "master-
apprentice" (Smart and Bayer 1986). Each form of collabo-
ration occurs for distinctive reasons and represents a distinc-
tive process. Likewise, each offers its own benefits and
disadvantages.

ln complementary collaboration, scholars come together
out of a desire to avoid intellectual isolation. Rather than
divide a project into pieces, they work on the same problem
at the same time, hoping to overcome blocks that impede
their intellectual progress (Hagstrom 1965). For example, two
colleagues with a shared interest in academic career devel-
opment engage in complementary collaboration when they
agree to work together on a secondary analysis of existing
data. By examining the same information in tandem, they pro-
voke one another's thinking and arrive at original insights
together that neither one could achieve independently. This
type of collaboration is less formal. Often participants do not
even officially agree to work together on a particular project.
Rather, their informal communication gradually leads them
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into "successiVely greater commitments to cooperate" (Hag-
strom 1965).

Collaborative research mangements can be divided into
four categories, lypes A through D (Cohen, Kruse, and Anbar
1982). Pjpe B teams are examples of complementary collab-
oration. This type of collaborative arrangement is highly par-
ticipatory and decentralized. Members of Type B teams are
jointly involved in the planning and implementation of
research tasks. They engage in more give-and-take commu-
nication than do other types of research teams. Collaboration
of this type is a true "collective activity involving mutual
agreement and sharing of responsibility among team
members" (p. 211).

Supplementary collaboration, on the other hand, typically
occurs for a specific puipose. The goals of this type of col-
laborative effort cannot generally be achieved by a person
working alone. Hence, the participants acknowledge a need
to divide labor among experts who possess specialized knowl-
edge and skills. Research requiring the involvement of survey
design specialists, ethnographers, and statisticians to inves-
tigate the voting patterns of newly naturalized citizens is a
form of supplementary collaboration. Scholars enter into this
form of collaboration more con3ciously and more formally
than they enter a complementary arrangement, delegating
individual areas of responsibility. Collaboration involving a
division of labor requires less a "meeting of minds" (Hag-
strom 1965), hence iess "courting" behavior to secure the
cooperation of collaborators. This type of collaboration is less
like a marriage, perhaps, and more like a business partnership.

"IYpe C teamwork (Cohen, Kruse, and Anhar 1982) is akin
to supplementary collaboration. Type C team members are
a loose confederation of independent entrepreneurs. In this
type of arrangement, each team member has a virtually inde-
pendent subproject that involves only limited coordination
with the work of the research partners. Supplementary col-
laborators are working toward essentially a common goal, but
each has a distinctly different role to play as they move toward
their mutual objective.

Master-apprentice collaboration typically involves a pro-
fessor and one or more graduate students working on a com-
mon research topic. A microbiologist conducting research
with the aid of graduate assistants who maintain bacterial cul-
tures, run experiments, and analyze data is a classic example

Collaboration
can be
consolidated
into three
genet*
categories:
"compleinentaty,"supplementaty,
and "master
apprenfice."
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of master-apprentice collaboration. This type of collaborative
arrangement tends to be more hierarchical than the previous
two arrangements. Authoritative direction is more likely when
people do not share the same level of skill or status, especially
when the collaborative experience is seen as part of the
instructional process (Hagstrom 1965).

Type A teamwork (Cohen, Kruse, and Anbar 1982) parallels
the master-apprentice model of collaboration, tending to be
highly centralized and a one-person show. The veteran scholar
who is clearly in charge is aided by subordinates who are still
learning the craft of research.

In between the extremes of hierarchical and totally egal-
itarian collaboration is Type D teamwork, in which team
members share rights in planning and setting research goals.
In other words, the arrangement is participatory in intellectual
matters, but it has a centralized administrative structure. The
implementation of research plans, the assignment of tasks,
and the supervision of activities are primarily the responsi-
bilities of the principal investigator rather than a collective
duty (Cohen, Kruse, and Anbar 1982).

The metaphor of the surgical team can be used to illustrate
this form of collaboration. In thir vype of teamwork, the chief
surgeon consults with colleagues about the patient's diagnosis
and options for treatment, but "once the patient is on the
table, the chief surgeon is unequivocally in charge" (Cohen,
Kruse, and Anbar 1982, p. 212).

Action research is another form of collaboration in which
faculty members might engage. This form of collaboration
is designed to bring faculty members together with nonaca-
demics for the purpose of improving practice or addressing
a practical problem. For example, university faculty members
in education, elementary and secondary teachers, and school
staff development leaders might work together to find solu-
tions to a particular problem confronting a public school. Sim-
ilarly, a sociologist might collaborate with a citizens' group
to analyze landownership and tax structures in a rural area
(see Gaventa 1980). While collaborative action research
focuses on exploring, addressing, or solving a societal prob-
lem, its results also usually contribute to the development
of theory. When collaborative action research occurs in sec-
ondary or elementary classrooms and schools, professional
development for particirvints is typically a third goal; collab-
orators gain new knowic Ige, experience new opportunities
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for collegiality, and might develop greater self-confidence
(Oja and Smulyan 1989).

Subauthorship collaboration is a form of collaboration that
is easily overlooked because it is less visible than other types
of collaboration. Yet subauthorship collaboration has grown
in the same way as multiple authorship (Patel 1973). Authors
often acknowledge'assistance others have provided in the
preparation of their manuscripts. Data gathering and analysis,
editing, and sharing research facilities are among the forms
of help that subauthorship collaborators commonly provide.
Frequently, the finished product could not have been pro-
duced without the help of others. Yet this form of collabo-
ration is usually recognized only in the form of footnotes
if it is recognized at all.

Multiple Authorship
Collaborative writing, like other forms of collaboration, covers
a spectrum of activity and cannot be defined as a specific
activity or sequence (Brady 1988). Collaboration can occur
at any point in the writing process; collaborative writing
ranges from editorial contributions to full joint authorship,
from master-apprentice collaboration to editor-author col-
laborations, and to peer collaborations. Three major forms of
collaborative writingeditorial collaboration, partial collabo-
ration, and whole or full collaborationrequire different de-
grees of authority, agreement, dialogue, and negotiation to en
sure that the shared writing project is successful (Brady 1988).

In editorial collaboration, one person authors a work and
another person edits the work for publication. Editorial col-
laboration falls outside the operational definition of collab-
oration used in this monograph. It is a common form of coop-
erative scholarship and deserves mention, however. In this
collaborative situation, the author and the editor are not true
equals, because authority for a text rests primarily with one
writer. Issues of negotiation and flexibility are less important
than the editor's clear understanding of the writer's goals. Edi
tonal collaboration is less complex than other forms of schol-
arly collaboration, because clear lines of authority prevent
some of the awkward situations that partners in research must
talk through to move ahead with their work (Brady 1988. 1

Partial collaboration and full collaboration in writing fall
more precisely within this monograph's definition of collab.
oration. In partial collaboration, authors divide a writing
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asSignment, and each takes responsibility for specific sections.
Much like supplementary collaborators, partial collaborators
distribute textual authority fairly evenly but maintain some
autonomy in the areas they write. Negotiation is less important
in partial collaboration than "sharing an overall textual goal .

and accommodatingrather than integratingnew ideas"
(Brady 1988, p. 168).

Full collaboration is probably the purist and least common
form of co-authorship. No clear division of labor or authority
exists. Successful full collaboration, like complementary col-
laboration, relies heavily on consensus; hence, it requires a
great deal of discussion and negotiation to ensure its success.
"Nothing goes out of the house without the other person con-
curring that this is the way of presenting it. . . . [We] achieve
consensus on, literally, every word" (Brady 1988, p. 169).

Partial collaboration is the more common type of co-
authorship. The intense interpersonal and time demands of
full collaboration make it quite rare. Seldom do two or more
authors have time to discuss every aspect of their writing proj-
ect or critique every draft of the text (Brady 1988). More typi-
cally, co-authors agree to relinquish some of their authority
at some point in the process. Alternatively, they defer to con-
siderations of genre or professional conventions to resolve
differences of opinion about their shared project.

Variation across Academic Fields
Collaboration varies substantially across academic fields as
well. It is practically standard practice in some disciplines;
in others, it is a rare phenomenon.

Collaboration is most common in mature fields with devel-
opment of strong paradigms (Bayer and Smart 1988). Schol-
arship in immature disciplines or new specialties of estab-
lished fields is often characterized by theoretical articles
produced by single authors. This period of "lone wolf ex-
ploration is needed at the ground-breaking stage of a field
to define its boundaries and clarify its conceptual framework
(Patel 1973). Mature fields with well-defined paradigms, on
the other hand, tend to move from theory building to theory
testing. Once paradigms are in place, "a 'pack' of scholars at
their cooperative best, operating . . . under conditions of a
cumulative body of knowledge, access to specialized skills,

. technical facilities, [and] methodological sophistication,"
set out to confirm or revise their field's dominant theories
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(Patel 1973, p. 92). Collaboration is also more widely prac
ticed in areas that require sophisticated instrumentation and
facilities and in fields that typically receive generous financial
support from outside sources. In most cases, these are the
fields with the highest development of paradigms.

The so.called "hard" sciences (chemistry, physics, for exam-
ple) are at the high end of the collaboration spectrum, the
"soft" sciences (like sociology and political science) at the
low end. Collaboration is not widespread in the humanities.
It is more common in the social sciences, and it is almost the
norm in the physical sciences (Finkelstein 1984).

A distinction between "word disciplines" and "data dis.
ciplines" represents another way to separate fields engaging
in high collaboration and low collaboration (Berelson 1960).
In data disciplines like biology and physics, singleauthor rates
in one study were only around 30 percent, while in word dis-
ciplines likc history and philosophy, single authorship
aCcounk:d for 80 to 95 percent of the publications in any
given field (Eerelson 1960). Some fields (psychology or
anthropology, for example) have subdivisions in each camp,
and the anlount of cooperative scholarship of these groups
varies accordingly. Perhaps most interesting from the perspec-
tive of this monograph, however, is the overall trend in col
laborative scholarship. Multiauthor publications (and, pre-
sumably, collaborative scholarship) in both data and word
disciplines increased. compared to single-author publications,
from 1949 to 1979 (Over 1982).

The distinctive nature of the various disciplines helps to
account for their differing practices in collaboration. In fields
with esoteric theoretical structures that require elaborate tech-
nical facilities ( like physics and chemistry). it is relatively easy
to specify and allocate research tasks (Fox and Faver 1984 ).
In contrast, in fields with less theoretical justification for any
particular arrangement of tasks or prkwity of concerns
( English literature or hiskwy, f( w example), division of labor
is not as clear cut or as plausible. Scholars in a field like phys
ics are nearer to a consensus in matters relating to theory,
meth(x.lology, and training than are sociologists or political
scientists, because the physicists have more highly developed
paradigms. Paradigms serve to specify what the research ques-
tions are and how they can he most productively pursued
(Gibson 1987 ). For this reason, hard scientists report expe-
riencing fewer disagreements with colleagues than do their
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colleagues in the soft fields. Academics in the natural sciences
also indicate that they are more likely than professors in the
humanities and soda! sciences to be influenced by their col-
leagues and are more prone to co-author publications (Fin-
kelstein 1984).

Development of strong paradigms could promote collab-
oration in several ways. Virtual consensus on the major
research questions and methodologies in a field imbues
scholars with a'sense of shared purpose that makes increases
in collaboration and multiple authorship inevitable (Gibson
1987). This high degree of consensus creates a climate con,
ducive to interaction and cooperation (Finkelstein 1984).
Studies have found that researchers in the hard sciences are
more socially connected with their colleagues in research
than are their counterparts in the humanities and the less
paradigm-driven social sciences (Big lan 1973; Lordahl and
Gordon 1972). Paradigms serve to foster collaboration by
making the steps in the research process more routine and
less dynamic, enabling researchers to get things done by plan-
ning work in detail, by setting realistic dead!,nes, and by dele-
gating many clearly defined tasks to less-skilled subordinates
(Hargens 1975).

Though collaboration occurs in the humanities, it is less
normal than collaboration in the sciences. The nature of the
dominant form of scholarship in the humanities explains this
difference. Humanities scholars work differently from other
researchers in terms of the types of material required, their
approach to this material, the time frame within which they
operate, and their extent of immediate contact with other
researchers (Stone 1982). They do much of their work inde-
pendently in libraries and archives. Many humanities scholars
find it extremely difficult to delegate tasks like literature
searches. The subjective interaction between the humanist
and his or her material is a distinctive feature of humanities
scholarship (Stone 1982), inhibiting the sharing of research
tasks and prolonging the time required to complete human-
ities scholarship. The standa-d belief in the humanities is
that "humanistic knowledge results from the application of
one mind investigating a slice of reality and interpreting it
anew in the context of that individual's total experience and
understanding" (Reagor and Brown 1978, cited in Stone
1982, p. 294).
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It would be unfortunate, however, to overlook the collab-
orative activity that does occur in humanities scholarship. Most
intellectuals cannot create in total solitude, and interaction
with colleagues is essential to the development of ideas
(Cosner 1965). Moreover, writing is a social and collaborative
act that depends on an author's discourse with interpretive
communities (Bruffee 1984). Examples abound of productive
collaborations among authors: Joseph Conrad and Ford Mad.
dox Ford, Thomas Wolfe and Maxwell Perkins, Samuel Clem-
ens and Charles Dudley Warner, among others (Brady 1988).

Collaboration in the arts is more common than one might
expect. The collaborative nature of art is often obscured by
the myth of the hero, which gives us a van Gogh without a
Gaugin or a Cezanne without a Pissarro (Shapiro 1984). The
best of modern art "will be seen to partake in a conscious
wly in the spirit of collaboration" (Shapiro 1984, p. 46).
Impressionism, cubism, surrealism, and abstract expression-
ism are each communal movements. Collaboration in art does
not erase an individual's identity, nor does it necessarily result
in shared products. "In the best collaborations, individuals
maintain their own peculiar flavors and resonances hut are
struck by the new alliance into added forms that could never
have been discovered by any of the 'players' singly" (Shapiro
1984, p. 53).

Certainly the nature and the frequency of collaboration vary
across disciplines. Contrary to conventional wisdom, however,
collaboration occurs in virtually all fields of study.

Variations within Fields
Not surprisingly, the amount of collaboration varies within
as well as between fields. Many disciplines cover topics rang-
ing from highly theoretk-al issues to complex quantitative
problems. For this reason, the subdivisions of a single di:4-
dpl ine could differ considerably in their collaborative prac-
tices. Several studies have documented this variation. In one
study of the field of astronomy, for example, much higher
levels of co-authorship characterized observational as opposed
to theoretical work, and collaboration was especially common
in rapidly growing areas of astronomy thva employ sophis-
ticated instrumentatk wi (Gordon 1980). Within anthropology,
multiauthor collaboration occurred primarily in biophysical
and archaeological anthropology, very little multiauthor work
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in the sociocultural and linguistic subdivisions (Choi 1988).
Psychology occupies a similar in-between status. Psychological
journals oriented toward conceptual analysis, literature
reviews, and professional activities are less likely to publish
collaborative papers than are data-oriented journals (Over
1982). But psychology could gradually he moving into the
data or hard science camp, becoming more data oriented and
requiring the greater specialization in skills that promotes a
team approach to research and increasing multiple authorship
(White, Dalgleish, and Arnold 1982). Apparently the move
toward greater collaboration is a selective trend, fostered 1,1)
the changing circumstances of subject fields and evolving pro-
fesskmal demands. The variation in collaborative practkes
across and within disciplines suggests that the move toward
collaboration is not simply a universal development affecting
all professors in the same way.

Costs of Collaboration in Research
Scholars who collaborate generally reap many benefits from
their efforts. The investment involves costs as well as divi-
dends, however. Three primary costs are associated with col-
laborationtime, financial, and socioemotional (Fox and
Faver 1984).

Any successful collaboration requires an investment of time.
Researchers must he willing to interact regularly to monitor
the project's progress and adjust activities as necessary. Main-
tenance of a collaborative project consumes more time than
maintenance of independent research, because decisions have
to be worked out with all parties involved to he credible
(Thmlinson, Semradek, and Boyd 1986). The time required
to maintain a well-oiled collaboration grows as groups be-
come more diverse. For example, when collaborators from
differem fields have different scientific goals and speak dif
ferent scientific languages, they must invest more time to com-
plete a mutually satisfactory project (Hagstrom 1964).

Collaboration involves significant financial costs as well.
Telephone calls, postal expenses, and duplicating charges are
necessary to maintain any kind of long-distance collaboration.
Often collaborators find it necessary to interact face to face,
whO of course requires transportation that can wst a sub
stantial amount (Fox and Faver 1984 ).



The socioernotional costs of collaboration probably receive
the least thought when peers consider working together, yet
they could actually be the most costly form of investment col-
laborators make. Working closely with colleagues inevitably
leads independent.minded academics to differences of opin-
ion. Stresses and strains can result as collaborators attempt
to maintain good working relations while remaining true to
their own professional standards and priorities (Fox and Faver
1984). The socioemotional costs of collaboration can be espe-
cially high for women and minorities. Individuals who differ
from the dominant group in an organization (white males
on most campuses) could have more difficulty establishing
and maintaining collaborative relationships that will enhance
their work performance and benefit their career advancement
(see "Critical Issues Regarding Collaboration" later in this
monograph).

Carried to extremes, collaboration can threaten an.indi-
vidual's professional identityespecially for scholars who
have not gained recognition on their own. "No doubt some
collaboration between a strong master and a disciple can lead
to pathos, problematic identification, and desiccation" (Sha-
piro 1984, p. 55). The artist Michelangelo is a case in point.
"Through collaboration [he] produced some elements not
within his own painting vocabulary. In the process, however,
the collaborators were diminished as independent beings"
(p. 55). Under the current academic reward system, collab-
oration can prove especially costly to junior academics who
do not have a solid record of independent publications to
their credit (Fox and Faver 1984).

A good collaboration, somewhat like a garden, requires
careful nurturing to achieve its full potential. The longer a
collaboration continues, the more time is required to maintain
a working partnership. The initial enthusiasm that character-
izes early collaborations often wanes eventually (Wildavsky
1986). Working teams typically experience burnout after about
18 months of intense activity (Kanter 1983). Hence, occasional
breaks should be built into a team's schedule to keep it ener-
getic and creative.

Collaboration offers scholars a means of achieving goals
that might otherwise be unreachable. Yet it requires sacrifices
that independent researchers do not have to make. Academics
who wish to collaborate successfully must he ready to invest
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the time, money, and emotional involvement necessary to
function as a unit.

Empirical Evidence of Collaboration's Impact
Very few empirical studies examine the outcomes of collab-
orative research compared to the results of independent schol-
arship and the impact of collabotative working relationships
on individual or group performance (Aram and Morgan 1976).
Likewise, no distinct body of research assesses the outcomes
of various types of collaborative arrangements (Smart and
Bayer 1986). Evidence from a variety of sources, however,
suggests that the relationship between collaboration and per-
formance is complex and not necessarily direct.

As discussed earlier, research on collaborative learning
arrangements indicates mat collaboration usually leads to
higher performance than do independent or competitive
learning situations. Indeed, group performance in solving
problems is superior to the independent work of even the
most expert group members (Johnson and Johnson 1983).
The rationale for this differing level of performance is simple.
People who work cooperatively succeed because "a group
is greater than the sum of itS parts" (Kohn 1986, p. 61). In
contrast, noncooperative approaches to solving problems usu-
ally involve duplication of effort, which wastes both time and
talent (Kohn 1986).

When the focus is more specifically on scholarly produc-
tivity, however, the evidence favoring collaborative ap-
proaches is less clear-cut. A number of researchers report that
collaborative approaches are positively correlated with pro-
ductivity. A study of university chemists concludes that col-
laborators of various types publish more than researchers who
work alone, and chemists who work in pairs or in larger teams
have significantly more publications than colleagues who do
not collaborate (Bayer and Smart 1988). This pattern appears
to be true for other fields as well. The most productive scien-
tists tend to have a record of more co-authored publications
than do less prolific colleagues in their fields (Meadows
1974 ); thus, this analysis of communication in science con-
cludes that high publication productivity among individuals
tends to be linked with above-average co-authoring of papers.
In sum, the available empirical evidence does suggest that
collaboration and scholarly productivity are positively linked.
Prolific researchers in many fields collaborate more often than
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do their colleagues in general. Yet studies on collaboration
do not clarify exactly how collaboration enhances produc-
tivity. lb what extent collaboration stimulates increased pro-
ductivity or to what extent it is primarily a coincidental activity
of people who would be highly productive in any circum-
stance remains to be determined.

Collaboration's link to quality of research is an even more
complex phenomenon. Some studies provide evidence that
collaboration results in a better product than independent
research does. Other studies, however, report inconclusive
findings on the relationship between collaboration and qualityof research.

Publication statistics show a positive correlation between
the number of authors on a paper and the probability thatit will he accepted for publication (Gordon 1980; Presser
1980). The connection between collaboration and qualitymight not be as direct as it initially appears, however. The dis-
tinction between single-author and multiauthor articles in
one study was not in the "accept" and "reject" categories butin the "reject" and "revise and resubmit" categories; thus, col-
laboration might not necessarily result in very good research
reports (Presser 1980). Rather, collaboration seems to help
scholars avoid making mistakes or submitting bad work thatthe scholarly community will not accept. Furthermore,
enhanced quality in collaboration could be situational rather
than universal (Presser 1980). The relationship between col-
laboration and the acceptance rate of publications is some-
what stranger in masters-granting than in doctoralgranting
departments, suggesting that collaboration is particularly help-
ful to academics in minor departments that might lack the
number of specialists needed to conduct scholarship on the
cutting edge in many fields today. Academics who have nearby
colleagues and adequate support might not reap the same
rate of return on an investment in collaboration.

Related evidence on quality reveals that the most presti-
gious journals in several fields (biology, chemistry, physics)contain a disproportionate number of collaborative paperswhen compared to less recognized journals in these same
fields (Beaver and Rosen 1979). This finding likewise suggeststhat collaboration performs a function of quality control that
increases the chances a co-authored paper will be published.

Findings on the impact of research publications, another
measure of quality, do not offer such strong support for the
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merits of collaborative research and writing. A study of multi-

author publications in sociology found that single-author arti-

cles (54 percent) were slightly less likely than multiauthor

articles (62 percent) to be cited in subsequent published arti-

cles. Indeed, this investigation concluded that single-author

publications were more apt to have a low impact on their field

(one to two citations in subsequent publications), whereas

multiauthor publications tended to have medium impact

(three to six citations) (Oromaner 1975).

The fludings of other analysts are not necessarily parallel,

however. A review of 1,300 articles in seven fields revealed

an inconsistent relationship between an article's impact and

the number of its authors, and considerable aifferences were

found within and between fields (Lindsey 1980). In some

cases, co-authored work had more impact, in others, single-

author publications. A study of three applied fields found that

multiauthor articles typically yield a greater number of cita-

tions (from 18 to 64 percent more) than do single-author

papers (Smart and Bayer 1986). Yet "only in Management Sci-

ence did the [multiauthor] works gamer a statistically sig-

nificant higher citation rate than [single-author] works" (p.

301). "Sparse and insignificant evidence" (p. 303) exists to

suggest that co-authored publications have more impact on

their fields; overall, collaboration has little impact on "aggre-

gate quality, regardless of field, as measured by citation indi-

ces" (p. 303).

Taking risks and enhanced creativity are other outcomes

often attributed to collaborative scholarship. The assumption

is that teamwork serves as a source of sustenance and support

when researchers challenge the conventional wisdom of their

fields and propose alternative paradigms (Fox and Faver

1984). Some evidence suggests that a positive relationship

does exist between collegial cooperation and risk taking. For

instance, the "highest levels of communication and organi-

zation are achieved by groups in the process of formulating

a radical conceptual reorganization within their field" (Griffith

and Mullins 1972, p. 960). Collaborative processes in corpo-

rations serve to reduce risk, guarding against failure and

encouraging completion of projects. Research that specifically

examines the relationship between collaboration and risk tak-

ing by academic scholars is very sparse, however. The same

is true for research focusing on collaboration and creativity.

Evidence exists that productive controversy resulting from
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the group's debates 9nd the exchange of diverse views fosters
originality of expression and creative problem solving (John-
son and Johnson 1987). Other studies do not offer such vig-
orous support for the creative benefits of collaboration, how-

ever (see, e.g., Aram and Morgan 1976). Researchers in one
study concluded that their study did not invalidate assump-
tions about collaboration's connection with creativity and
problem solving, but the authors did not provide documen-
tation confirming that teamwork is strongly related to risky,
innovative research (Aram and Morgan 1976).

Personal and professional benefits to individuals are
another argument sometimes advanced in support of more
collaboration. Members of effective work teams in corpora-
tions tend to express very high levels of satisfaction (Lawler
1986). 'Ibams that operate well fulfill human needs for social
interaction and belonging, forces that are, at best, ignored by
independent scholarship. Successful teams also respond to
competence, achievement, and recognition (Lawler 1986).
Collaboration promotes psycho 4ical well-being by avoiding
the processes of coercion and C :v)romise that characterize
more hierarchical working arra onents (Aram, Morgan, and
Esbeck 1971). The study of a research and development team
found a significant association between collaboration and
the opportunity to meet team members' needs for self.
actualization (Aram, Morgan, and Esbeck 1971). Admittedly,
relevant data are limited, but they do suggest that collabora-
tion can enhance the quality of academic work life and bol-
ster faculty morale.

Research on the outcomes of collaboration demonstrates
that joint scholarship often leads to positive results. But the
evidence is not as consistently supportive as advocates of col-
laboration with colleagues might wish. Perhaps most sur-
prising is the limited amount of empirical study of collabo-
rative arrangements and their overall results. Clearly, more
research is needed to clarify under what conditions collabora
tion yields sufficient benefits to make joint endeavors with
colleagues cost-effective in terms of both economic and
human resources.

When Collaboration in Research Is Not Appropriate
This section documents the complexities inherent in collab-
orative working relationships. Many factors must be syn-
chronized for collaboratim to succeed, and many variables
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can lead well-meaning colleagues to fail in their attempts to
work together. It should he obvious from this analysis that
collaboration is not always the best research strategy for aca-
demics to employ. A team approach is appropriate

. . for purposes closebs related to stayft ahead of change:

to gain new sources of expertise and everience; to get col-
laboration that multiplies a person's effort by providing
assistance, backup, or stimulation of better performance;
to allow all of those utbo feel they know something about
the subject to get intylved; to build consensus on a contra.
Imial issue; . . . to build commitment; to tackle a problem
fthatl no one "owns" by virtue of manizational assign-
ment; to allow more wide-ranging or creative discussions/
solutions than are available by normal means . . . (Kanter
1983, pp. 242-43).

in contrast, collaboration is not appropriate when one per-
son has far more expertise on a subject than all of his or her
potential partners, when little time is available for people tc
work together, or when individuals work more effectively
alone (Kanter 1983). Perhaps the ultimate key to successful
collaboration is interdependence. 'lb work well together, the
group must be engaged in tasks that have certain interdepen-
dent elements (Lawler 1986). If nothing can be gained by
looking at the problem from different perspectives or dele-
gating aspects of the work to persons with special skills, col-
laboration can waste valuable time. Only when collaborators
believe they can produce something together they cannot
accomplish alone is it wise to enter the complex realm of
cooperative research and writing.
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COLLABORATION IN TEACHING

The teaching arena of professional work provides another
vehicle for Faculty collaboration. Most of the literature con-
cerning faculty collaboration in teaching at the postsecondary
level is descriptive, often consisting of the reports and reflec-

tions of faculty who have participated in such arrangements.
While team teaching is used at all educational levels, the

impact of team teaching has been evaluated primarily at the

elementary and secondary levels. Nevertheless, the descriptive
literature, coupled with some evaluative reports on specific

courses and programs, is useful for developing a basic picture
of the types of collaborative teaching college and university
faculty engage in and for identifying the advantages, limita-

tions, and problems associated with this form of collaboration.

Forms of Collaboration in Teaching
Team teaching is a prominent form of faculty collaboration.
The following definition of team teaching applies across all

educational levels and is sufficiently broad to encompass the

range of team teaching models:

The team system is an organizational device by which a

number of persons work together in a concerted effort to
perform related instructional activities and to achieve corn .

mon educational goals(LaFauci and Richter 1970, p. 1).

Categorizing the models of team teaching is difficult

because those who have written about it use diverse terms
and emphasize different variables (see, e.g., Daniels 1984;

Flanagan and Ralston 1983; laFauci and Richter 1970; Polus

1965; Rinn and Weir 1984; Tims 1988). Three dimensions,
however, stand out as useful in categorizing forms of collab-

orative teaching: (1) the roles faculty participants take and
the relationships of faculty team mor.bas to each other; (2)
whether the collaboration is interdisciplinary, multidisciplin-
ary, or within a single discipline; and (3) whether the col .
laboration involves one course or a set of interrelated though

independent courses (cluster courses). In addition to these
three dimensions, team teaching arrangements vary in terms

of the number of Faculty members involved. The literature
provides examples of teams ranging from two to five or

more members.
The following subsections discuss various forms of tt am

teaching, organizing them along the three dimensions just
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mentkmed: varying faculty roles, interdisciplinary versus
multidisciplinary approaches, and cluster courses. A fourth
subsection discusses a form of collaboration in teaching that
differs significantly from team teaching. The buddy system
or, as it has been dubbed through the late Joseph Katz's work
with New Jersey colleges and universities, the Master Faculty
Program offers a vehicle through which faculty members can
ptovide feedback to each other and discuss their teaching,
though they are not engaged in the co-teaching implied by
team teaching.

Models focused on faculty roles and relati6nships
The roles faculty members assume in collaborative teaching
arrangements and the ways in which they relate to each other
as team members can take a variety of forms. In particular,
formats for team teaching vary with regard to the degree of
hierarchy versus equality among the faculty members and the
degree of interaction among the team members. In some
models, one faculty member takes the lead while the other
team members take less time-consuming and less involved
roles. In some models, all faculty team members are present
throughout elms meetings while in others the faculty mem-
bers each teach for only part of the course. If a team is teach-
ing several sections of a course, each professor might teach
all the sections for a specific period (perhaps a month) after
which another faculty member takes over, or each professor
might teach his or her specialty to each section, with the team
members rotating across sections.

Five types of collaborative teaching arrangements have been
described, each differing in the nature of roles the faculty col-
leagues assume (Easterby-Smith and Olve 1984). In a "star
team," one teacher takes the responsibility for the class and
is the primary professor, but he or she invites experts to meet
with the class as particular topics are addressed (also termed
the "master-teacher pattern" I Polos 1965) ). For example, in
an introductory psychology class, one professor would meet
regularly with the class hut would invite other colleagues each
to visit a class session to discuss their particular specialties,
such as child development, group processes, clinical issues,
or sports psychology.

A "hierarchical team" is one in which a more senior faculty
member plans the course and offers regular, lectures, while
more junior faculty or teaching assistants lead regular discus-
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sion groups with sections of students. This model is perhaps
the most familiar to both faculty and students, as large under-
graduate courses in many fields are taught in this format.
Like the star team, this model involves differing levels of re-
sponsibility and a hierarchical relationship among the
team members.

In the other three models, team members bear equal
responsibility for the course. Faculty members of a "spedalist
team" bear joint responsibility for design of the course but
divide teaching duties according to individual expertise. If
the team is teaching multiple sections of a course, faculty
members using the specialist model rotate among the sections
to 'enable each professor to teach his or her specialty. One
example of this model is an optometry class taught by three
instructors who jointly developed the.philosophy, goals, and
plan for the course and then divided the responsibilities for
teaching accordirg to expertise. One team member coordi-
nated scheduling, equipment, and administratke details, and
all team members Were expected to attend the classes fre-
quently, provide feedback to their colleagues concerning
teaching plans and style, and participate in evaluating students
(Heath, Carlson, and Kurtz 1987).

A fourth model is the "generalist team," in which course
planning and responsibility are shared as they are in a spe-
cialist team but teaching responsibilities are not necessarily
divided among members on the basis of special expertise.
Team membe.s might simply divide their individual time in
class according to their schedules or other factors. For exam-
ple, they might alternate teaching every few days or every
few weeks.

The fifth model in this categorization, the "interactive
team," differs from the previous four in that team members
both share all responsibility for the class (a nonhierarchical
collaboration ) and are present together in all classe.s. Team
members collaborate in all aspects of planning the course,
preparing exams, and grading, and they meet regularly to dis-
cuss the course, the students, and their teaching. Some inter-
active teams, especially when just two faculty members make
up the team, literally co-teach by jointly discussing with each
other and the students the day's topic. Other interactive teams
use an "observer-participant" format, in which one lectures
and the other serves as a discussant and observer (Flanagan
and Ralston 1983, p. 116). The roles of lecturer and discussant-
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observer alternate each class session. In this form of inter-
active teaching, also called "intracoordinated team teaching"
(Flanagan and Ralston 1983), the observer interrupts the
lecturer to ask questions, clarify points, and develop other
perspectives. Additionally, the team members meet after class
so the observer can help assess students' learning and atti-
tudes find can offer suggestions regarding teaching style to
the grad teacher. Students reportedly react positively to the
variety involved in this team teaching model (Flanagan and
Ralston 1983).

Examples of the interactive team illustrate the interesting
pairing that can occur. In one instance, a physicist and speech
therapist teamed to teach a speech science course that showed
students the contributions made by physics to speech therapy
(Duckworth and Lowe 1986). In teaching health education
to medical students, community physicians and health edu-
cation officials have worked closely together (Tannahill and
Robertson 1986). In another example, a faculty member in
industrial marketing was teamed with a librarian. Because stu-
dents needed to use the library for some of their assignments,
the team of two collaborated to develop and refine the assign-
ments and to teach the course. They held workshops in the
library during which the instructor explained what kind of
information was necessary to do the work and the librarian
showed which sources would be useful and how to find them
(Tims 1988).

Models tbut vary by disdplinary integration
Some observers of team teaching categorize the models not
according to faculty members' roles but according to disci-
plinary integration (Daniels 1984; Rinn and Weir 1984). An
interdisciplinary model of team teaching "is planned and
taught as if knowledge were one and the disciplines had not
yet been invented" (Rinn and Weir 1984, p. 5). 'IVpically, inter-
disciplinary courses draw on materials from various disci-
plines to explore and analyze a particular theme or issue
(such as, for example, women's studies, environmental issues,
or community in American society). The emphasis, however,
is not on the distinct disciplines, but on what light the dis-
ciplines in concert can shed on the topic or issue. Faculty
teams usually involve two to four faculty members, with dif-
ferent disciplinary homes, who meet frequently and teach
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together in the kind of integrated format described in the
interactive team model (Rinn and Weir 1984).

Multidisciplinary courses also focus on broad themes and
topics but preserve disciplinary distinctions as the topic is
studied. Ram members are drawn from different disciplines,
and each discusses the topic with the class from his or her
particular disciplinary perspective. The focus is on the dif
ferent emphases and concerns of the various disciplines in

dealing with the topic. Faculty participants involved in mul-
tidisciplinary team teaching typically work less closely to-
gether than those participating in the interdisciplinary ap.
proach (Rinn and Weir 1984). Their roles are likely to be most
characterized by the specialist team model.

Faculty collaboration might be neither interdisciplinary nor
multidisciplinary. Each of these approaches to collaboration
implies the collaboration of faculty from different disciplines.
In contrast, two or more faculty members within a single dis-
cipline or department can collaborate to teach a course, each
bringing his or her specific areas of expertise to the course.

rbe cluster course model
While the term "team teaching" usually implies two or more
faculty working together to teach one course, it also can refer
to faculty efforts to coordinate separate courses in different
disciplines. The faculty who teach such clusters of courses
are engaged in a coordinative team teaching model (Rinn and
Weir 1984). The courses arranged in a cluster each relate to
a broad topic and develop different aspects of the topic. For
example, a biology course and a geology course might each
concern ecological issues, with students taking the two
courses concurrently or sequentially (Rinn and Weir 1984).
The courses each have a departmental home, and each is
taught by a different faculty member. The extent of faculty
interaction in the cluster course model can vary from periodic
meetings to inform each other what the other is discussing
to more regular meetings to modify the courses so that com-
mon themes can be developed in a complementary way. At
the University of Hartford, where mis model is implemented
in the form of an integrteJ cluster of independent courses,
onehour weekly seminars taught jointly by the various faculty
in the cluster serve to integrate idem and themes that span
the particular courses (Daniels 1984). When faculty involved
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with cluster courses work closely together to plan and link
their courses, they move toward the multidisciplinary model.

Tbe buddy system (tbe Master Faculty Program)
Faculty members can engage in ongoing collaboration around
their teaching without involvement in team teaching. Another
form of collaboration is the pairing of Faculty for regular inter-
action regarding their teaching and their students' learning.
The state of New Jersey has taken the leadership in developing
and encouraging this form of collaboration amongthe faculty
of its colleges and universities. Originally under. the guidance
of the late Joseph Katz and now sponsored by the New Jersey
Institute for Collegiate leaching and Learning, the Master
Faculty Program has spread to include many faculty on a
number of campuses. The philosophy undergirding the pro-
gram is that faculty members can collaborate to understand
better how students learn and how their teaching affects stu-
dents' learning.

The Master Faculty Program is essentially a "buddy system"
in which faculty work in teams of two. One faculty member
serves as a regular observer in a colleague's course, visiting
once a week for the course of the term. While in the class,
the observer pays particular attention to the teacher's style,
the pacing of the dam, the reactions of the students, and
issues of interest to the two collaborators. Each team could
choose to focus on different elements of the teaching/learning
process. Both faculty members each regularly interview sev-
eral students to discuss the students' thoughts about the
course, their learning process, their preparation for class, their
concerns, and any other issues that arise. In addition to the
regular observations of the class and the interviews with the
students, a third component of this model of collaboration
consists of regular conversations between the two faculty
members. The team members might be observers in each
other's classes during one term, or they might work together
over two terms, reversing roles after a semester. Once a
month, all the teams on campus convene to discuss their
experiences and ideas (Katz and Henry 1988; Rice and Chel-
(1din 1989).

Evaluatkm of this program (Rice and Cheldelin 1989) indi-
cates it has a strong impact on participants. Team members
report their appreciation of the opportunity to explore teach-
ing issues in depth with a colleague, acknowledging that such
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interchange of ideas regarding teaching and students' learning
does not occur often in higher education. They also report
new insights into how their students learn and the implica-
tions for their approaches to teaching. Of interest also is that
the students interviewed often show enthusiasm for the
opportunity to provide their feedback as well as to interact
regularly in conversation with a faculty member.

The Master Faculty Program currently is being adapted and
implemented at a number of colleges and universities
throughout the country, and other buddy arrangements are
used on some campuses. Some attempts at faculty develop-
ment, for example, pair a junior Faculty memberwith a senior
professor to ensure that mentoring occurs. The two colleagues
observe each other's clas.;es, exchange feedback, and share
ideas about teaching methods, classroom style, subject matter,
and students' learning processes (see Austin 1990 and Boice
1990, 1992 for ideas about variations on mentoring pairs).

Outcomes of Faculty Collaboration around Teaching
While an extensive literature systematkally evaluating and
assessing the outcomes of faculty collaboration in teaching
does not exist, the various articles and reports describing
approaches and examples of team teaching taken together
provide some evidence of the strengths and drawbacks of
team teaching. Additionally, ongoing monitoring of New Jer-
sey's Master Faculty Program has been under way for several
years. The report of this monitoring (Rice and Chekielin
1989) corroborates a number of the advantages of faculty col,
labormion in teaching that are mentioned in other &scrip
tive articles.

Strengtbs and advantages
When faculty collaborate around their teaching, three kinds
of benefits occur: development of their teaching ability, new
intellectual stimulation, and a closer connection to the uni-
versity or college as a community.

First, with regard to the development of teaching ability,
collaboration through team teaching or buddy arrangements
provides a vehicle through which the participants can discuss
ideas, hopes, and concerns about their teaching and their stu-
dents (Ware, Gardner, and Murphy 1978). The culture in most
universities and in sonie smaller colleges typically does not
encourage faculty members to find regular time to reflect on
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and exchange ideas about their teaching. As colleagues col .

laborate over time, the trust can be developed that is neces,
sary if substantive and open conversation is to occur. Collab-
oration also enables faculty members to get new ideas about
their teaching styles and their other classes as'they observe
the methods, style, and approaches colleagues use (Fuchs
and Moore 1988; Rinn and Weir 1984). The revitalization can
be one of the most powerful effects of the collaborative pro-
cess for participating faculty:

since the Greeks, dialogue has been acknowledged as one
of the finest methods of learning. While teaching the
instructors are drawing from each other and from them .
selves both factual and conceptual knowledge that might
otherwise lie dormant. Lecturing in isolation, individual
instructors lack both the insightful criticism and exposure
to alternate sodes necessary to expand, rethink, and re-
form presentations, thus denying to themselves the acces-

of ongoing renewal (Quinn and Kanter 1984, p. 1).

The revitalization takes place not only through observation
of one's colleagues. Team teaching and faculty pairing to visit
each other's classes also involve peer evaluation (Heath, Carl-
son, and Kurtz 1987). Feedback and constructive suggestions
from peers can provide the information and impetus for fac-
ulty members to try to improve their teaching. And through
collaborative teaching, the potential exists for faculty members
to get to know their students more closely (LaFauci and Rich.
ter 1970). If faculty team members discuss students' progress
and learning during team meetings, they can become more
responsive and observant regarding the students' reactions.
As described, the Master Faculty Program emphasizes this
attentiveness to students' learning as a primary function of
the faculty team. (It should be noted that if a faculty team is
teaching a very large class, as sometimes occurs with team
teaching, the number of students could mitigate the oppor-
tunity for closer faculty.student interaction.)

A second benefit for faculty that can result from collabo.
rative teaching is the opportunity for new intellectual stim.
ulation. As team members discuss their respective contribu.
t ions to a course and describe the particular perspective each
brings, they can discover ways in which their disciplines relate
as well as perspectives, ideas, and interpretations revealed
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by different disciplinary perspectives. Disciplinary special.
izations can be shared and broader knowledge added for

those faculty members who collaborate in their teaching. Fur-
ther, depending on the expertise of the members of the team,
collaboration can help faculty members link research with
practiceuseful for both students and faculty (Fuchs and
Moore 1988). Intellectual benefits can derive from collabo-

rative teaching arrangements:

Team teaching can be wonderful, as both faculv and stu-
dents are "surprised by joy" when they make hitherto unseen
connections and experience the love6) rigor of intellectual
activiO, (Rinn and Weir 1984, p. 10).

The third benefit for faculty members who collaborate is
a diminishing of the isolation associated with the autonomy
professors historically enjoy (Fuchs and Moore 1988). In large
universities especially, faculty members often have few occa-

sions to connect with colleagues in other disciplines. Col-

laborative teaching, when faculty members from different
departments are teamed, can challenge and diminish the bar-
riers between disciplines and, on many campuses, between
departments (I.aFauci and Richter 1970; Rinn and Weir 1984).

Faculty collaboration in teaching affects not only the pro-
fessors themselves, hut also the students. Team teaching that
brings diverse disciplinary perspectives to the study of a topic
helps students gain "an appreciation of the essential con-
nectedness of all knowledge" (Rinn and Wdr 1984, p. 7). As
they hear more than one view, they can sort ideas, learn to
assume different perspectives, and contrast and synthesize
knowledge and ideas (Daniels 1984). Disagreements among
their teachers about a topic illustrate for the students that
interpretations vary, and faculty members' willingness to
reveal the limits of their knowledge may show students how
intellectual growth occurs. Additionally, with a two-taught
course, students have a variety of role models and are more
likely to encounter an array of pedagogical approaches to the
subject under study (Rinn and Weir -1984). As mentioned ear-
lier, collaboration along the model of the Master Faculty Pro-
gram is designed specifically to help faculty team members
become more aware and attentive to their students' learning
processes. Students cannot help but benefit from such explicit
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faculty concern with their progress (Katz and Henry 1988;
Rice and Cheldelin 1989).

Collaborative teaching holds implications for the curriculum
as well. learn teaching, especially involving faculty from dif-
!rent disciplines, addresses "the hardening of curricular arter-

ies" that departmental turf could encourage (Rinn and Weir
1984, p. 7). As faculty members team teach or observe in
courses outside their specialty, they may gain an enhanced
appreciation of the contributions that other disciplines and
perspectives can make to the students and to their own work.
This appredation aiming colleagues is useful if the institution
intends to undertake any curricular innovation or reform.
Another way in which team teaching can affect the curriculum
is by opening an avenue for the establishment of new courses
that have no obvious departmental or disciplinary home.
Courses in ethnic studies and women's studies have been
initiated and ultimately established firmlyat some institutions
through this route (Rinn and Weir 1984).

Limitations and concerns regarding
collaborative teaching
A realistic assessment of the pros and cons of faculty collab-
oration around teaching points to several potential tensions.
First, collaborative work, especially in teaching, takes time.
Faculty collaborators must fit team meetings into their sched-
ules to handle the necessary planning and coordination
involved in team teaching and to nurture the trusting, open
relationship essential to a productive relationship. The amount
of time needed for interaction varies with the kind ofteam .
teaching, but, if the course is designed on the interactive
model or the interdisciplinary model, success depends on
frequent and extensive meetings among the faculty colleagues
(Fuchs and Moore 1988; Rinn and Weir 1984).

Faculty also might be initially uncomfortable with the loss
of autonomy inherent in successful collaboration. Because
teaching is typically a solitary activity, some adjustment is
required to the presence of another faculty member in the
classroom. Furthermore, collaborators not only must become
accustomed to sharing their authority and space with col-
leagues, but also must find ways to blend their teaching styles
in ways that faster students' optimal learning (Fi i.; and
Moore 1988; LaFauci and Richter 1970).
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'1Wo other challenges may arise when faculty members
collaborate in their teaching. Professors whose responsibilities
for team teaching involve teaching their specialties to different
sections of a large class could be plagued with boredom from
repeated presentations (Ware, Gardner, and Murphy 1978).

In contrast, those collaborators who interact to teach a course
whose topic extends beyond each faculty member's specialty
could find that the broadening of focus required to participate
fiilly conflicts with disciplinary pressures to publish in and
stay abreast of their specialization (11Fauci and Richter 1970).

Finally, while team.taught courses offer students variety,
diverse perspectives on a topic, and the opportunity to learn
from a number of professors, they also have the potential to
fall short of these advantages. If faculty members do not take
the time to coordinate and plan as a team, the quality of class
sessions can be disjointed, unorganized, repetitive, and un.
even (Heath, Carlson, and Kurtz 1987; Rinn and Weir 1984).
Faculty collaborators must be aware of these potential prob-
lems to ensure the likelihood of a productive course and suc-
cessful collaboration.

Collaborative teaching, like collaborative research, fits
within the expanded conception of academic scholarship
(Boyer 1990). Teaching that encourages professors to learn
from one another and to adopt interactive modes of instruc-
tion promotes greater intellectual community and hence vital-
ity among Faculty. Although collaborative teaching presents
professors with some difficult challenges, it offers a flexibIe
mechanism for enriching academic careers and for responding
to the complex instructional tasks professors confront as the
new century approaches.
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THFORY, STRUCTURE, AND PROCESS OF COLLABORATION

Collaborative endeavors can begin through formal arrange-
ments or through more informal interactions that develop
into joint work; in either case, however, the success of the
collaboration requires the participants to give some attention
to issues of process. The following reflections on collabora-
tion in multiparty community and business issues pertain
equally to academic collaboration:

The importance of process cannot be overemphasized in
planning and conducting successful collaborations. Good-
faith efforts to undertake collaboration are often derailed
because the parties are not skilled in the process and
because insufficient attention is given to designing and
managing a comtructive process. Good intentions are imuf.
ficient to counteract the mica! dysfunctional dynamics
that interfere with productive group performance in work
groups . . . (Gray 1989, p. 93).

This section addresses the issues of processthe "how"
in collaboration. The discussion focuses first on the theoretical
dimensions of collaborative processes, offering a theory of
collaboration, outlining critical dynamics of collaboration,
identifying the theorists of group process whose work helps
those seeking to understand collaboration, and providing sev-
eral theoretical models for analyzing and understanding the
process and work of collaborative teams. Second, the section
takes a more practical, applied perspective, discussing impor-
tant roles and characteristics of effective team members as
well as the characteristics of effective teams, and outlining
the specific steps typically involved in successful Faculty
collaboration.

Theoretical Dimensions of Collaboration
While various organizational and group theories elucidate
aspects of academic collaboration (and are discussed later),
the single theory that is most useful for analyzing and under-
landing these team efforts among faculty is the theory of
negotiated order, which conceptualizes collaboration as "a
mechanism by which a new negotiated order emerges among
a set of stake holders" (Gray 1989, p. 227). Among negotioted
order theorists (Day and Day 1977; Goffman 1983; Strauss
et al. 1963; Strauss 1978), "newtiated order refers to a social
context in which relationships are negotiated and renego-
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tiated. The social -order is shaped through the seff-conscious
interactions of participants" (Gray 1989, P. 227).

The development of "joint appreciation" (THst 1983, cited
in Gray 1989, p. 229), through which the collaborators share
their perceptions of the issue or problem and make agree-
ments about the dimensions of their work together, creates
the negotiated order. "Essentially, these agreements constitute
a normative framework through which members correlate
their activities with respect to the problem. In so doing, they
establish a temporary order for the domain" (Gray 1989, p.
229). As they work together, collaborators each contribute
and identify their own interests and then, trying to involve
as many interests as feasible, reframe the problem and search
for approaches. The negotiated order emerges through the
team's search for a jointly agreed-upon perspective and
approach (or approaches) (Gray 1989, p. 239).

Negotiated order theory emphasizes not only the dynamic,
process-oriented elements of collaboration, but also the "tem-
porary and emergent character" of this form of work (Gray
1989, p. 233). According to the theory, collaboration is a vehi-
cle through which individuals with related interests connect
with each other. As "negotiated orders," however, the con-
nections could take a variety of forms; they could be short
and temporary, develop into long-term normative agree-
ments, or become permanent institutional arrangements
(Gray 1989, p. 235.).

Describing collaboration as a form of negotiated order
emphasizes five critical dynamics of successful processes
(Gray 1989). These dimensions also seem applicable to col-
laboration among faculty members. First, collaboration
involves interdependence among the participants. individuals
are motivated to collaborate to work toward goals that are not
possible or feasible for one person alone to achieve. Second,
through collaboration, partners encounter new views and
approaches, and, by grappling with the differences between
their views, participants find new understanding, ideas, or
solutions. Third, joint ownership of decisions is necessary
for successful collaboration; that is, collaborators must all
agree on the direction of the joint work. The fourth key
dynamic is closely related to the third. If collaborative rela-
tionships are to be productive, participants (or "stake
holders") must share responsibility for decisions about the
team members' relationships and roles. Finally, negotiated
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order theory emphasizes that "collaboration is an emergent
process" (Gray 1989, p. 11) through which the roles of par
ticipants, their deciskm-making processes, and their goals and
agreements evolve over time. While this application of nego-
tiated order theory to understanding collaboration is partic-
ularly informed by analysis of the joint work of community
agencies, a focus on action research teams similarly enipha
sizes the dynamic and emergent quality of collaboration:

As a team ttml'es forward on its project, research tasks
change, demanding different forms of interaction, different
mles, and different patterns of behavior As tmni members
work through interpersonal issues, their understwiding and
perceptions of the pmject change, they interact differently,
and they approach their lysearch in new ways. Ilow a group
interacts over time thus influences the development of theW
resciarch project. the project's Outcomes, and the quality
of the experience for group members( Oja and Smulyan
1989, p. 55).

While newitiated order theory is particularly useful as a way
to understand otillaboration. other research and develiipment
of theories in the behavioral sciences also provide a base of
knowledge about group process. The earlier research has LIM-
tributed to understanding about teams, explaining that these
contributions have dealt both with the internal dynamics of
groups and issues of leadership ( Parker 1990), A pioneer in
the study of group dynamics studied him,. groups behave and
the reasons for their actions ( Lewin 1951). Particularly usefUl
for examining a group's functioning has been Lewin's fiwce
field analysis, with its attention to the team as an open system
arid the liwces that affect the functioning and work of the
team. The Human Side of Entoprise McGrew w 19601 fiicuses
on a theory of nit itivatit 111 within groups and on the charac
teristics of effective ineffective teams. Another theorist
whose work on groups has been seminal found that more
effective managers are "employee centered" and those least
effective "jib centered" ( Likert 1961). Another study of man
agenient style linked with a team's effectiveness developed
a managerial grid and posited that the most effective leaders
exhibit strength on two key dimensions, omcern for produc
don and concern for people (Blake and Moufinl 1961). This
body of uork in organizational and group theoiT plovides
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the social science framework within which a conceptual view
of collaboration among faculty can be placed. A particular
strand of research in group dynamics focuses on the phases
or stages through which teams move, the focus of the remain-
der of this subsection.

The theories and research on small-group interaction and
team development all emphasize that a teamor collaborative
groupis constantly changing and evolving. Conclusions
about stages of development are a dominant theme through-
out much of the theoretical work on small groups and teams:

Research in group dynamics suggests that members of a
group work through sequential or cyclical phases of group
detvlopment and establish and maintain group norms,
dec.:Sion-making processes, patterns of communication,
roles, mul interpersonal structures. The group's negotiation
of these aspects of its interaction affects its goals and results
(Oja and Smulyan 1989, p. 55).

The following brief summary of several theories of group
development offers a variety of windows for understanding
the process of collaboration among faculty. While each theory
is distinctive, they share an emphasis on the dual challenges
that confront collaborative groups, however; that is, both inter-
personal and task issues must be handled if collaboration is
to he successful and productive.

Group interaction is a cyclical process, somewhat akin to
changing a tire, where the bolts are tightened in sequence
and then the sequence is repeated (Schutz 1958, cited in Oja
and Smulyan 1989). This theory posits three phases: the
"inclusion phase," the "control phase," and the "affection
phase." During inclusion, members often disciiss small issues
or their biographies as a route to become acquainted. Critical
issues to be handled at this phase are interpersonal bound-
aries and members' commitment to the group. In the control
phase, members deal with the issues of sharing responsibility
and distributing power and control. Elements of this task-
oriented phase are establishing rules and procedures, struc-
turing decision making, discussing the group's orientation
to its work, and dealing with competition and struggles for
leadership. The emphasis of the affection phase is on the
group's socioemotkmal issues and needs and how they relate
to the decisions made about the group's structure, decision-
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making processes, and tasks. During this phase, group

members might express hostility, jealousy, or positive feelings

toward each other. As these issues are resolved, the group

cycles back to the concerns of the first phase.

Others conceptualize just two stages of group development,

emphasizing the interpersonal issues confronting groups

(Bennis and Shepard 1956, cited in Oja and Smulyan 1989).

ln the first phase, labeled "dependence," members deal with

the leader's authority, perhaps coping with dependence on

the leader by discussing issues external to the group's work

and sometimes revolting against the leader. During the Jecond

phase, "interdependence," group members grapple with con-

flicts around identity and intimacy and perhaps form sub-

groups. By passing through these two phases, a group be-

comes mature, capable of resolving internal tensions, and able

to act as a team.
Another theory explicitly addresses both the interpersonal

and task issues confronting groups (Schein 1969, cited in Oja

and Smulyan 1989). In the first of two phases, a group must

handle issues of power, influence, and control, and members

must establish goals, roles, and levels of intimacy about which

all can agree. During this phase, members might challenge

each other, withdraw, or look for alliances, but, with time,

they move beyond the interpersonal to the task issues. The

second phase of the group's development is characterized

by attention to such task functions as gathering data, clarifying

issues, and establishing consensus and to such maintenance

functions as compromising and encouraging.

Another three-phase model purportedly applies to any form

of collaboration (Gray 1989). The first phase, called "problem

setting," involves defining the problem to be addressed and

identifying the "stake holders," or interested parties. If stake

holders are to be active collaborators, they each must feel

committed to the collaboration and must feel they are re-

spected by the others as team members. Attention also must

be directed to the way in which responsibility will be divided,

the identification of a convener skillful in group work, and

the identification and securing of any necessary resources.

During the second phase, "direction setting," stake holders

"achieve coorientation" (p. 75), a sense of how each collab-

orator considers the issues and their importance. This phase

involves laying out ground rules for interaction, setting an

agenda, organizing
subgroups to work on the task, exploring
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options for the group's work, and establishing agreement
among participants. During the third phase, "implementa-
tion," collaborators make sure their agreements are carried
out and modify their plans as necessary.

While these theories are useful in simplifying group pro-
cesses by delineating two or three stagesand thereby focus-
ing attention on critical dimensions of the life of a group
&more recent theoretical model emphasizes the complexi-
ties and nuances of group process (Srivastva, Oben, and Neil-
son 1977):

Srivastra, Obert, and Neitcon ( 1977) recognize the (AM-
pkwio, of group development by suggesting that a woup
grows along six dimensions: nwmbers' relations to one
another: nwmbers' relations to authority; the group's relation
to its otganizational environment; the group's task orien-
tation; the group's orkmtation to learning; and the group's
mode of reacting to its latger enrumment. In each of these
dimensions, the group moves through filv stages, shifting
from thdiridualistk and dependent modes of interacting,
thrtmgh stages of competition and conflict, to a stage of
cooperative independence Ithatl allou s fitr task concen-
tration and performance ( Oben 1983 ) This pempectire
cm group development reflects both the intopersonal and
task demands a group everiences as uPell as the gmup's
changing interaction with the etwiromnent within wbkh
it works( Oja and Smulyan 1989, p. 58).

Of the various theories that have been advanced to explain
how teams form and work, the one that seems nlost widely
cited (Rickman 1965; see also Rickman and Jensen 1977)
identifies several stages through which a sucCessful team
passes, though it acknowledges that a collaborative group can
become stuck, making it ineffective. The stages are forming,
tiRoming, norming, perfiming, and adj(wrning. During the
fmming stage, a testing time, group members become ac-
quainted, orienting themselves to the task and deciding how
they will do the work. During storming, team members might
conflict with each other, express hostility toward or frustratkm
with the group leader, resist the task, and develop polarized
subgroups. Though conflictual, this stage is very impollant
for the group's development to avoid later resistance or di
minished creativity. Wheit the norming stage is reached, the
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team overcomes the interpersonal confhct and resistance to
the task and moves toward trust, openness, sharing of ideas,
and the ability to handle disagreement without personal
anger. The performing phase involves a focus on accom-
plishing the task. The team has structure and can function,
periodically assessing itself and celebrating successes. Finally,
during adjourning, team members face issues of separation
and the conclusion of their work.

This model, which can be used to analyze the development
of any team, seems to be one of the most useful theoretical
models for understanding the stages through which facuky
collaborators pass. Each model discussed, however, can be
used as a lens through which to examine and understand fac-
ulty collaboration. All the theories and models emphasize
both the interpersonal and task issues that confront collabo-
rative groups. Wfthout attention to each of these domains,
a team of collaborators will have difficulty being productive
and successful and feeling personal satisfaction with the
experience.

Practical Dimensions of Collaboration among Faculty
While the theoretical models suggest useful ways to under-
stand the collaborative process, those interested in engaging
in collaboration or encouraging colleagues to do so will want
to consider the practical details of successful team work. Three
important areas to review are characteristics of effective team
members, factors associated with effective collaborative
teams, and the steps involved in establishing a collaborative
faculty team.

Characteristics of effective team members
Individuals who are effective as collaborative partners typically
have command of an array of important interpersonal skills.
They are good communicators, able to listen and to speak
and write clearly. They can negotiate and have some ability
in resolving conflicts. They have skills in facilitating and en-
abling and exude a sense of respect for the knowledge, abil-
ities, and skills contributed by other team members (Geyman
and Deyrup 1984).

Team members often take on different roles so that the
group as an entity functions effidently and effectiviely. Effec-
tive team members do not all function and participate in the
same ways. Some members might keep their roles all during
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the collaborative process, while others might vary their roles,
depending on what ism' s the group is handling (Oja and
Smulyan 1989). A simple categorization of roles collaborators
can assume divides tasks from maintenance. Partners who
define their roles in terms of tacks encourage the group to
focus on its goals, provide necessary information, emphasize
the clarification of issues, and urge the group to evaluate its
process and accomplishments. Collaborators more oriented
toward maintenance encourage positive interpersonal rela-
tions among team members, assist in working through dis-
agreements, and foster the interdependence of the team's
members (Oja and Smulyan 1989).

Teams need members with diverse skills and orifmtations,
for those with differing styles can be helpful at different times
in the group's process (Parker 1990). Four different styles for
the team's members are possible: the contributor, the col-
laborator, the communicator, and the challenger. Contributors
are,task-oriented, complete their tasks efficiently, and urge
the team toward its goals. Dependable partners, they are eager
to share any information or knowledge they have with the
other team members. Collaborators, like contributors, also
are highly committed to the team's goals but are distinguished
by their willingness to forgo individual recognition in favor
of the team's success. They are helpful in taking on extra
work, if necessary, in addition to their own assignments and
in striving to find and develop consensus among the team's
members. Communicators, oriented especially to the process
aspects of the collaboration, are particularly valuable as Ea
itators v.,110 help with the team's formation, exhibit strong
skills in listening and communication, and provide encour-
agement and feedback to th( group. Communicators assist
the group in handling and maintaining the critical interper-
sonal dimensions of its work And challengers serve the group
by acting :IS a kind of prod. They are the team members who
ask difficult questions, challenge the goals and leadership of
the group, and urge that reasonable risks be taken, Their com-
mitmem to the team's success leads them to be very frank
and honest and to hold the group to the highest standards
Parker 1990).

Various team members' skills become particularly useful
at different times during collaboration. Using the phase model
dinclissed earlier lirckman 1965), one sees that collaborators
could be especially important in thc forming stage by helping



to provide structure so the group can establish its purpose.
Communicators, with their ability to listen and assist others
to share views and disagreements, play a critical role during
storming. During norming, contributors can urge the devel-
opment of norms of excellent work, and during performing,
the prodding and questions of the challengers are a guard
against the team's complacency or stagnation (Parker 1990).

Particularly important is the role of team leaders in collab-
oration. Sometimes team members share leadership, each tak.
ing on a more prominent role at certain times, depending
on his or her interests and abilities. In other situations, one
Faculty member becomes the primary author or lead teacher,
thus holding a more permanent leadership role. In either case,
those assuming leadership in a collaborative group need the
ability to muster enthusiasm, hold up a vision of the group's
goals, resolve conflict and build consensus, and manage both
the short-term and long-term work of the team (Parker 1990).
Good leaders model good collaboration.

Finally, faculty members who wish to be successful at col-
laboration must be able to recognize when they are becoming
ineffective team members. Sometimes those involved in col-
laboration carry their style too far (as a task-oriented person
or a process-oriented person or, more specifically, as a con-
tributor, collaborator, communicator, or challenger), which
could hinder the balance of styles necessary for a successful
team. Partners might become impatient or intolerant of other
team members Is the work intensifies or deadlines approach
(Parker 1990). Collaborative partners also become less effec-
tive if they Fail to meet their obligations or neglect the guide-
lines established by the group. Partners in collaboration must
recognize the critical role that each member plays if the John
effort is to succeed.

Factors associated with effective collaboration
Just as some of the characteristics of effective team members
can be identified, so also can some factors associated with
effective collaborative groups. The many foam of collabo-
ration that characterize academic research, however, make
it impossible to define a simple formula that will guarantee
successful collaboration. The literature on collaboration is
mostly atheoretical, and little empirical evidence currently
exists on what makes faculty teams effective. What is clear
is that numerous factors influence the operation of collabo-
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rative teams and, hence, their overall performance (Cohen,
Kruse, and Anbar 1982). There are "no rules or formulas for
making participation wolk that substitute for sensitive judg-
ment of leaders abouthow to make trade-offs in a particular
situation" (Kanter 1983, p. 276). Because of the number of
factors that interact in a collaborative setting, a contingency
approach is needed to understand what variables contrib.
ute to successful collaboration under what circumstances
(Nobel 1986).

The team's composition. Sever, I factors are sufficiently
critical to the operation of any collaborative effort that they
deserve close examination. For example, the composition
of a research partnership or team greatly affects its operation
and accomplishments. The proper composition of a research
team depends on the task at hand. The types of collaborators
needed to conduct research in nuclear physics are different
from those needed to do survey research on sociological sub-
groups. Groups achieve maximum productivity vhen they
contain as many members as are needed to perform the tasks
and supply the interaction skills necessary to complete their
assignment (Seaman 1981). The corral mix of skills is essen-
tial (Kanter 1983). The best team is comprised of individuals
who are "somewhat different in attitudes, backgrounds, and
experiences but not radically differert" (Seaman 1981, p. 451.
Other researchers concur (see, e.g., Marquis 1963, cited in
Smith 1971; Pelz and Andrews 1966). Their research suggests
that scientific consultation among colleagues is most produc
live when those involved are neither very similar nor very dif
ferent. While, for example, a dissimilarity of ideas and intel-
lectual approaches could result in constructive stimulation,
major personal differences c(mId lead to destructive conflict
(Smith 1971). The middle-of the-road approach is desirable
in m()st collaborative settings (Fox and Faver 1982). The most
productive collaborative associations are based on similarity
in some areas and complemenurity in others.

Several factors must be considered when attempting to
assemble a workable collborative team, including the values
and wals of collaborating partners, their work habits and
standards, the nature of the task to he completed, and the size
of the group. Most authorities on collaboration (for example,
Brady 1988; Eaton 1951; Seaman 1981; Tomlinson, Semradek,
and 13()yd 1986) agree that shared values and common goals



are essential pretequisites to successful cooperative re-
searchwhich does not mean that collaborators must have
uniform professional beliefs or'agree on every aspect of a joint
project. What is highly desirable, however, is that cooperating
scholars possess shared values relative to the purpose of their
collaborative effort (Parker 1990; Tomlinson, Semradek, and
Boyd 1986). They need to have common goals for their proj-
ect. Mutual objectives provide collaborators with a clear direc-
tion and criteria for evaluating their success or failure (Seaman
1981 ). Potential collaborators should make explicit the values
and attitudes relevant to a proposed project so that the group
can assess its compatibility (Tomlinson, Semradek, and Boyd
1986). The bottom line is clear; Without shared goals and a
strong commitment to the collaborative process, successful
collaboration is not viable (Brady 1988; Parker 1990; T)m-
linson, Semradek, and Boyd 1986).

Collaborators respective orientation to work is another fac-
tor that has important implications for the success of their
cottperative activities. Altliough effective collaborators might
differ on intellectual factors, they probably need to match
rather than complement each other on their basic approach
to work. Scholars who maintain drastically different work hab
its will probably have difficulty forming a workable partner-
ship (Fox and Faver 1982). Among the factors that could derail
a partneNhip are the collaborators' work pace, energy levels,
attentkm to detail, and concern with organizatkm and order
in work (Fox and Faver 1982). Differing standards of quality
can also he a source of friction. Any of these factors can ham
per a team's progress if they make it difficult for individuals
to work together.

The team's size. The group's size is another key variable
related to the overall performance of collaborative arrange-
ments. No optimum or even maximum size can easily be pre
scribed. Research on group dynamics indicates that on a given
task, a group's performance seems to decline as the group
increases in size. On the other hand, larger groups perform
better on some kinds of tasks because they contain larger
numbers of knowledgeable and able people (7Ander 1979).

Much of the literature on collaboration cautions against
large teams, however. In genclal, as groups grow larger, the
Lumber of problems they experience also increases proptif
tionately. anumunicatittn becomes more cttniplex and indi
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rect, as large groups find it difficult to interact directly on a
regular basis (Seaman 1981). The potential for disagreement
on substantive and methodological issues grows as more peo-
ple are involved in a research project. Typically, more time
is required for meetings and telephone conversations to nego .
tiate plans and delegate responsibility (Fox and Faver 1982).
As a team expands, each individual's share of the burden and
sense of responsibility for the group's performance could
diminish. Personal gratification from a job well done could
decrease as well (Seaman 1981; Zander 1979). In sum, as
groups increoe in size, reative energies could be diverted
from primary goals to logistical arrangements required to keep
the team fundioning smoothly.

The team's structure. The team's structure is also a factor
that influences how collaborating groups operate. "Equality
of power and authority is not unconditionally the best struc .
ture" for collaborative arrangements (Nobel 1986, p. 4 ).
Indeed, no single type of structure is always superior. A team
with a certain social structure will perform better for a par.
ticular task than teams with other structures (Nobel 1986).

Although no consensus emerges from the literature on the
best structural arrangements, agreement is widespread that
some clear and consistent structure is preferable to no struc-
ture at all. The absence of structure, formal or informal, in
a research team inhibits the interaction and communication
essential to collaboration (Fennell and Sandfur 1983).

Elaborate rules and rigid bureaucratic structures are not
necessary to ensure Successful collaboratkm, but smooth func.
tk)ning requires a clear idea of authority and operational
procedures. Clear structural arrangements enable group
members to work within established boundaries in an auton-
omous, creative, and efficient way (Fennell and Sandefur
1983; Kanter 1983). If a team's operational struoure is not
sufficiently clear, the team coukl flounder unproductively,
because it is difficult for its members to function cooperatively
Its a unit.

Communication. Ummunication is ck)sely intertwined
with the )up's structure. Hence, it is another key feature
associated with the success of collaborative activities. For
example, research documents that the amount and pattern
of interaction within research and developnwnt teams tau.
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ences the performance of this type of collaborative unit

(Nobel 1986). A great deal of dialogue is required for col-

laboration to work in most cases. Communication enables

team members to work out common goals, resolve differ-

ences, and strengthen each individual's commitment to a joint

project. Often considerable negotiation, discussion, and com-

promise are needed to initiate and move a project forward.

In effective collaborative groups, members encourage the

expression of diverse views, because they know that such

exchange enhances the quality of the team's work. Similarly,

efkctive collaborators understand that civilized and respectful

disagreement is normal and useful as a group of people work

together. Thus, effective teams learn how to handle conflict

productively. A group cannot progress if the partners in a proj-

ect do not exchange ideas and come to some meeting of

minds regarding goals for the project and individual respon

sibilities. Ultimately. effective c011aboratiw groups achieve

consensus, a point at which each member feels he or she has

been heard and everyone then agrees to support the decision

of the majority (Brady 1988; Parker (990).

Related to the communication that enhances the success

of collaborative work is the extent to which an informal cli

mate pervades a group's interactions. In effective teams,

members are comfortable with each other, and humor and

relaxed conversatit H1 are elements of group meetings. Team

members are active listeners, provkling verbal or nonverbal

responses to those speaking. Each member knows that his

or her contribution is important and valued (Parker 1990).

The structure of collaborative teams helps to shape the pro

cess of communicating. When the structure of a team is

ambiguous, members might find it difficult to c(mImunicate

efficiently. The more explicit the formal structure of interdis

ciplinary research teams, the more likely it is that team

members will engage in the level of communicah( Hi necessary

to maintain an interactive joint effort (Fennell and Sandefur

1983). Structure becomes increasingly important to commu-

nication as teams of collaborators become larger and more

diverse. Problems in comn. Jnication are intensified when

people from various disciplines try to work together. Col-

leagues from differing fields do not necessarily share profes-

sional c(mventions that ease communication. Professional

norms, vocabulary, and standards that facilitate collaboration

within a particular subject aiva can become stumbling blocks

In effective
collaborative
gmul"
members
encourage the
expression of
diverse views,
because they
know that
such ex:change
enhances the
quality of the
team's work.
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to cooperation acmss disciplines. The unequal status of team
members from various fields can also lead to problems in
communication (Fennell and Sandefur 1983). For this reason,
a well-defined structure that specifies channels of commu
mcation and levels of authority might be required to facilitate
some forms of collaboration,

'Hie most effective communication structure for a research
team is.determined by situational phenomena, including the
type of task to he completed. Centralized communication with
a clear leader/authority figure is usually best when the tisk
is relatively simple and straightforward. In contrast, decen-
tralized communicatkm with many overlapping channels is
often more effective for jobs that are ambiguous and complex
and require creative solutions (Nobel 1986).

Differences in status. The status or prestige of cooperating
scholars influences the role they play in research partnerships.
The nature of their communication, the force of their ideas,
and their level of influence within a team are all related to
their perceived professional status. To some extent, well
defined differences in status can facilitate collaboration by
automatically imposing an inherent authority and decision-
making structure (Fox and Faver 1982). Research on small
grtmps den mstrates that individuals assemhled to work as
a team organize themselves along lines of status or prestige
even when no tiwmal grim) structure is prt wided (Fennell
and Sandefur 1983). When differences in team members' sta
tus are ambiguous, however, team members could find it dif-
ficult to work together. "Expectatkms of appropriate deference
and dominance . . will not be commonly shared" (Fennell
and Sandefur 1983, p. 198 ). As a result, disagreements over
goals and strategies could prove difficult to resolve, and ten-
sions could develop from bruised egos. The motivation to
communicate and cooperate can be diminished by such social
strains (Fennell and Sandefur 1983).

A hierarchy based solely on distinctions in status, on the
other hand, can he counterproductive as well. Hierarchical
teaniwork vkflates a fundamental assumptkm of professional
ethics----the belief that each qualified individual is a creative
source of km Avledge and should be treated as an equal part
ner (Eaton 1951). The contention that a hierarchy of power
not based on real differences of skill and contributions to a
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cooperative project can be counterproductive to scholarly
creativity still rings true 40 years later.

As mentioned, it would be naive to assume that collabo-
rators always function best as a democratic community of
peers. "Because a peer alliance lacks an authority structure,
more time and energy must be invested in decision making
and problem solving" (Fox and Faver 1982, p. 333). Some
research.related decisions are made better unilaterally than
in consultation. Collaborators must differentiate between
important decisions requiring dialogue and those that can
be delegated to save time for the creative aspects of the joint
activity.(Eaton 1951).

The theory of status concordance postulates that research
teams operate most effectively when they are organized and
function in a manner consistent with the external status of
the various team members. For example, when senior
researchers from highly prestigious disciplines have more
influence in the group's decisions about research than junior
researchers from less prestigious disciplines, they are oper-
ating as a concoruant team. Research on interdisciplinary col-
laborative gn )lips, however, suggests that status within
research teams is a more dynamic phenomenon than the the-
oty suggests. Status concordance "facilitated effective coor-
dination only during the early phases of team development"
(Gillespie and Birnbaum 1980, p. 49). Initially, a high level
of status concordance enabled new teams to define tasks, dis
tribute resources, and organize communications. As time went
on, however, external status played a decreasingly significant
role in the coordination of the teams studied. Once a team
is established, factors more directly related to its operation
become a more salient basis for a team's status system. Vari-
ables like relevant expertise, time to devote to the project,
and access to needed resources eventually supersede external
status criteria (Gillespie and Birnbaum 1980). In other words,
as a team develops its own identity, its method of assigning
status becomes more closely related to the team's success-
ful operation.

The group's cohesiveness. The group's cohesiveness is
another factor that influences collaborators' performance.
Cohesiveness is "an affective force maintaining group mem-
bership based on the rewards of social interaction" (Dailey
1978, p. 1580). Cohesive groups give high levels of emotional
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support to their members. Cohesiveness tends to be greater
in groups that share values and are relatively small. Single-
sex groups tend to be more cohesive than mixed-gender
groups (Zander 1979). 'Iypically, cohesiveness increases with
a group's age. After four or five years of working together,
however, the cohesiveness of many groups begins to diminish
(Pe lz and Andrews 1966). Cohesiveness could decrease
because long-established groups know each other so well
that they no longer feel a need to communicate regularly.

Research examining several attributes of teams found that
cohesiveness was positively related to collaborative problem
solving and the team's productivity. Evidence also suggests
that cohesive teams are more innovative than less cohesive
research teams (Farris 1973, cited in Dailey 1978). In fact,
cohesiveness wis a stronger predictor of collaborative prob-
lem solving than was the team's size, task interdependence,
or task certainty.

The relationship between cohesiveness and successful col-
laboration is complex, however. The team's cohesiveness does
not guarantee productive collaboration. Other characteristics
of the team and the msk affect the outcomes of teamwork as
well. It is possible for a team to be highly collaborative and
productive without being cohesive (Dailey 1978). For exam
ple, specialists in subject matter who divide a research prob-
lem into discrete elements might collaborate effectively yet
be very individualistic in their work patterns. Likewise, a team
can be highly cohesive but not very productive. Indeed, a
cohesive team could actually outlive its creative usefulness
but seek to stay together to maintain its socioemotional bene-
fits (Dailey 1978).

Essentially, cohesiveness is a desirable clement but an
insufficient ingredient in a recipe for successful collaboration.
Other conditions must be present in the proper mix for col-
laborative efforts to achieve their goals. To determine the role
of a team's cohesiveness in successful collaboration, a con-
tingency approach is recommended that acknowledges the
interactive relationship of the team's and the task's charac
teristics (Dailey 1978).

The group's age. The length of time collaborators work
together is another factor that influences the performaoce of
a research partnership. Based on data from 83 groups, in gen
eral the scientific contributions of groups gradually decline
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as groups age, with a curvilinear relationship existing between

the group's age and its usefulness (Pelz and Andrews 1966).

Groups seem to reach maximum usefulness at four to five

years of age, and then their value begins to taper off Several
reasons could account for these findings. Older groups tend
to be more relaxed, less communicative, and less competitive
than younger groups (Pe lz and Andrews 1966). Over time,

group members also develop more specialized interests, find-

ing their own niche within a team. As a result, a team becomes

less cohesive and potentially less satisfying and productive.
These observations suggest that research collaborations
should not last indefinitely. Teams should continue only as

long as they remain productive. Research evidence does not

suggest an absolute upper limit on collaborative arrange-
ments, however. Older groups can remain vital if they main-

tain the vigorous interaction and intellectual tension that char-

acterize new research partnerships (Pelz and Andrews 1966).

Self-assessment of the group. In effective collaborations,
attention is directed to hoth the process of the work and the
intended product. From time to time, effective teams engage

in self-assessment to evaluate their progress and process. Col-
laborators should be alert to indications that their team is not
functioning effectively (some of the problems that can arise

are discussed in the next section). If difficulties txtur, team
members would he wise to take the time to assess the details

of the dilemma and consider possible solutions.

Steps ,Ittfaculty collaboration
Those wishing to develop collaborative relationships should
also he interested in the specific steps necessary to enthark

on a collaborative projet t. This subsection deals with such
practical issues, discussing the choice of colleagues, the deter-

mination of tasks, the establishment of working guidelines,

and the termination of collakwative relationships.

Choice of colleagues. Faculty members who wish to col

laborate must first consider the choice of colleagues with
whom they will work. If partners are not compatible on sev-

eral variables, the collaborative effort is likely to be seriously
undermined. Intellectual, perstmal. and structural factors
should be considered in the choice of a collaborative partner

(Fox and Faver 1982). Collaborators should strive for sim-

ilarity on some dimensions and complementarity on others.
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In terms of intellectual factors, collaborators sometimes
try to find partners who share their theoretical perspectives
but might try to team with a colleague who brings a different
but complementary viewpoint or a different arca of substan-
tive knowledge. Among the personal factors potential partners
should consider about each other are their perceptions of the
priority to be given to the joint work, which works best if it
is at similar kvels, and the extent of time each has available
and is free from other commitments. If partners intend to
work closely, they will be most successful if they are similar
in their pace of work; this factor is not as important in a long,
distance collaborgion, though vacation schedules could be.
Additionally, energy level and work habits, including orien-
tation to detail, organization, and order, should be similar if
possible. Collaborators are also more likely to be successful
if they are similar with regard to tolerance of risk, anxiety lev-
els, and orientation toward achievement. If one partner is
strongly oriented toward completing the project and the other
primarily enjoys the process with much less concern about
the product, difficulties are likely to ensue. The structural fac-
tors that should be considered are the ranks of the potential
collaborators, their gender, and the number ofcollaborators
to be included. Collaborations involving indMduals of dif-
ferent academic ranks or different genders can certainly suc-
ceed but hold inherent tensions. The size of a collaborative
group affects the time involved, the way in which tasks are
hardled, and the potential for conflict.

Division of labor. The second step in collaboration is the
determination of mks. After deciding on the project they will
undertake jointly, faculty teams tend to divide their labor in
one of several ways (Fox and Faver 1982; Isenberg, Jalongo,
and Bromley 1987). They might share the project entirely,
working together to do the research and writing. some col-
laborative research teams might choose to divide the labor,
with each working on the same section and then combining
their individual work into one piece. Another variation is to
divide the project so that each collaborator is solely respon-
sible for specific parts. A study of collaboratkm in scholarly
writing found that 38.4 percent of the faculty collaborators
studied worked totally as a team, meeting to talk and develop
their ideas and then revising and editing each other's sections.
Another 34.1 percent took a different approach, in which a
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primary author developed a first draft, a secondary author cri-

tiqued it, and the primary author revised it. The mode of work

reported by a small group of collaborators (12.6 percent) was
for individual authors each to develop separate sections of
a co-authored outline or presentation (Isenberg, Jalongo, and

Bromley 1987).
Decisions about how to divide the work should depend

on the nature of the tasks, the skills and interests of the
partners, the time and resources available, and the extent to
which each collaborator wants conuol over the whole project.
Generally, collaborators jointly engage in brainstorming and
planning, while they divide the more routine responsibilities,
such Is verifying references (Fox and Faver 1982).

Establishing work guidelines. A third step in the process
is to discuss and agree on the guidelines for the collaborative
work (Fox and Faver 1982). Partners must establish a timeline
and develop a schedule. A particularly important issue is the
consideration of authorship and order of names on any
manuscripts produced, Additionally, collaborators must attend

to such issues as open communication, trust, and honesty.
Failure to set guidelines can result in some of the stumbling
blocks discussed in the next section.

Terminating a collaboration. Finally, a collaborative team
must identify and clarify the end of the collaboration. If team
members have developed friendships through the process
of collaborating, the conclusion of the joint work could raise
issues of separation, as often occurs when small groups con-
clude their interaction. In some cases, faculty collaborators
might decide that their joint work was sufficiently successful

and satisfying so as to lead to further work together. In such

a case, the partners should be careful not to assume that their
earlier successful experience precludes the need to pay ex-
plicit attention to questions regarding division of labor and
guidelines for the next joint endeavor.

-0

It should be apparent from this section that no simple
niodel of an idealized collaborative arrangement would be
of any value. So many variables interact in the operation of
a research partnership that each new collaboration is distinc-
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tive in many ways. This fact should not obscure the common
attributes that characterize most research collaborations. The
size and composition of research teams and their operational
structure and patterns of communication are some of the key
variables that relate to the effective performance of collabo-
rators, and each factor deserves careful consideration as two
or more scholars pool their resources to reach a goal none
of them could achieve as effectively on their own.
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CRITICAL ISSUES REGARDING COLLABORATION

Along with the benefits associated with faculty collaboration
come a host of complex and controversial by-products. Award

ing proper credit for authorship is a thorny issue that seems

to defy a standard solution. Evaluating individual contributions
to collaborative teaching and scholarship is a second type of
difficult issue that results when colleagues work together on
common goals. Ethical questions of exploitation and abuse
of subordinates or colleagues of lower status are problems
that too frequently emerge in collaborative aaangements. Fac-
ulty and administrators in higher education must be cognizant
of the sensitive issues collaboration often raises. Only in this

way can they work to prevent problems that can derail col-
laborative efforts before they bear fruit.

Recognition of Authorship
Whenever academics collaborate, the potential arises for ambi-
guity about the relative importance of each person's contri-
bution to the eventual product of the joint endeavor (Over
1982). Several particularly difficult questions surround col-
laborative authorship. Collaboration raises questions about
who is and who is not an author on a research paper (Holmes
1989). What distinguishes a major contribution worthy of
authorship from a minor contribution that does not deserve
credit for authorship? (Bridgwater, Bornstein, and Walkenbach
1980). What are an author's rights and responsibilities in a
collaborative ammgement? At what stage in the process should
authorship be discussed? What is the protocol for settling dis-
agreements that sometimes arise over credit for authorship?

(Holmes 1989).
Even when collaborators agree on who the authors of a par-

ticular publication should be, conflict concerning the order
of authorship can erupt. The fundamental question is "What

distinguishes a 'major' contribution from the 'principal' con.
tribution (deserving senior authorship)?" (Bridgwater, Born
stein, and Walkenbach 1980). In a meritocracy like higher
educatkin, it is not sufficient to recognize all contributors
to a joint publication. The system demands to know who
contributed mire and who contributed less to the collalx wa-
tive endeavor.

Over time, informal conventions have developed in an
attempt to Fes( Ave some of the most common questions con-
cerning authorship. some academic disciplines list all authors

in alphabetical order, regardless of their effort in producing
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a publication (Meadows 1974). Other fields insist that credit
for authorship reflect the significance ofan indivkh.al's con-
tribution to a book or article. Occasionally, scholars agree to
credit authorship on the basis of the collaborators' seniority.
What is most obvious at prestnt, however, is the lack ofcon
sistency across higher education and even within many fields
of stmt. No standardiz:d policies enable collaborators
throughout academe to prevent disputes about authorship.
Nor do any universal policies or practices permit deans or
department heads to amess the magifitude of an individual
professor's contribution to a jointly produced publication.

"The scientific ri.rm of universalism prescribes recognition
be accorded to the producer of knowledge solely on the merh
of one's product, regardless of extraneous factors such as aca-
demic status or gender" (Heffner 1979, p. 377). Indeed, this
norm is widely applied in many branches of science. Authors
are typically listed in the order of the importance of their Cull-
tribution to the reported research, with the principal col drib-
utor coming first (Meadows 1974). Some fields, such as
psychology, have explicitly legislated policy consistent with
(he nom of universalism. According to Principle 7f of the
American Psychological Association's "Ethical Standards of
Ps.'clu)logists":

Publkation credit is assigned to those uiho hat,e contributed
to a publicatknt in proportion to their professional contri-
butions. ;Valor contributions of a professional character
made hi, several persons to a common project cwe recog-
nized bypint anthorsinp, the individual uho made

principal contribution listed first (American Psycholog-
ical Assodation 1983, p. 20).

Some stuingly favor this approach to authorship, believing
the strategy of listing authors sequentially in accord with thdr
rekitive contribut kms pernlits scientific am( iuntability and
reward system to function effectively within the collaborative
arrangements that characterize much of contemporaiy schol-
arship ( Over 1982).

'Me criterion of universalism often is not used, howc.er,
in distrihtaing credit for authorship, for it is frequently easier
in some fields than in others to so criteria for judging the
importance of collaborators' contributions (Over and Smal-
lman 1973). It is sonwtimes difficult to identify those truly
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responsible for a particular piece of work (Heffner 1979);
hence, it is problematic to reward individual contributors
appropdately. likewise, it is nearly impossible to assess [via
tive contributions in collaborative work (Lindsey 1980, p. 150).

The difficulty of assessing contributions to authorship prob-
ably accounts for the widespread use of other schemes for
ordering authors' names on joint publications. When it is vir-
tually impossible to distinguish among the contributions of
various authors, it is customary in many fields to cite authors
alphabetically (Meadows 1974; see also Zuckerman 1968).
This trend is emecially common when the number of authors
exceeds two. A similar pattern even occurs when only two
authors are involved (Lindsey l'40). Overall, "in a collabo-
rative team the member whose na. ie (wcurs first alpha-
betically is more likely to appear firs: in a list of authors"
(p. 149).

Recognition .of authorship is sometimes determined by less
straightforward criteria. For example, the function of a pub-
lication should he ,considered when the sequence of authors
is determined (Weinberg 1989). If the objective of the pub-
lication is to attract funding for research or to secure tenure
or promotion for a faculty memher, it might be desirable to
base order of authorship on those considerations.

Occasionally, decisions about authorship are based pdn-
cipally on seniority, with senior scholars listed as the only
authors or the principal authors of a publication. In this sit-
uation, people with less experience or lower status receive
less credit than their veteran colleagues, regardkss of the mer
its of theil individual contributions. Likewise, nominal author-
ship, when individuals like lahoratory directors or faculty
advisers are listed as authors even though they did little to
produce a specific publication, awards credit for leasons at
best tangential to the preparation of a hook or article. Gen-
erally, the literature that addresses the isFue of credit for
authorship discourages practices of this sort. In prin:iple,
credit for authorship should not he awarded, even to people
of higher status or authority, unless they have contributed sub-
stantively to the project reported on in a publication (Shaw
chuck, Fads, and Breitenstein 1986; Spiegel and Keith-Spiegel
1970). In practice, the academic community frequently fails
to adhere to this polky.

Until consistent practices for attrihuting authorship are
established, confusion over who deserves credit for what
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scholarly contribution is likely to persist. In the meantime,
some believe that distributing credit for authorship equally
is the best course (Narin 1976). According to this scheme,
each author receives the same fraction of credit for a jointly
produced work. While this recommendation has surface
appeal as a simple solution to a very complex scholarly prob .
lem, it is unlikely to win many supporters under the current
system of academic evaluation and reward that encourages
competition and distributes resources and recognition on the
basis of individual, not collective, productivity.

Determining authorship on criteria that have little to do
with the actual contributions that made a publication possible
poses a serious problem for higher education. When it is not
possible to judge who is truly responsible for a scholarly work,
quality control is difficult to maintain. When accountability
is attenuated, factual errors can go undetected, and the source
of ethical violations cannot necessarily be identified. For this
reason, as collaborative scholarship becomes more wide .
spread, fair and consistent guidelines for recognizing indi-
vidual contributions to jointly produced publications are
sorely needed throughout the academic community.

Criteria for awarding authorship
Although no general consemus exists within the academic
community on how to :listribute credit for authorship fairly,
relevant research findings on this topic provide collaborators
with a basis for decision making when confronted with dif-
ficult questions of autho1ship.1Wo studies of psychologists
indicate a fair amount of agreement within that field on what
activities deserve recognition for authorship (Bridgwater,
Bornstein, and Walkenbach 1981; Spiegel and Keith-Spiegel
1970). While two researchers found diverse opinions about
how specific types of contributions to research should be rec-
ognized, they did uncover a generally held opinion that
designing a research project and writing the final report for
publication more clearly deserved senior authorship than did
conducting the experiment and analyzing the data (Spiegel
and Keith-Spiegel 1970).

A later study, although troubled by a low response rate
(27.5 percent), was able to discriminate more precisely among
scholarly activities deserving recognition for authorship
(Bridgwater, Bornstein, and Walkenbach 1980). This study
revealed substantial opinion that "research design and report
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writing are at the apex of the pyramid in terms of recognition

deserved" (1981, p. 525). Respondents considered research

design most worthy of senior authorship, with writing of the

final report second. When design was an individual's only

contribution to a collaborative project, respondents concluded
that authorship was deserved, and they believed in some cases

even senior authorship would be appropriate. In contrast, data
analysis was deemed worthy of authorship only when the
individual directed the analysis and wrote portions of the

results section of the publication in question. Respondents

to this study essentially viewed data collection and tabulation

as minor contributions not deserving full authorship. The sur-

vey suggested numerous functions are worthy of a footnote
rather than full credit for authorship, including providing an

idea for research without being involved in the project itself,

supervising data analysis, and collecting data by testing, inter-
viewing, searching archives, or reviewing literature.

Scholarly importance of a contribution should he the prin-

cipal criterion on which decisions about authorship are based.

The amount of time or effort a person invests in the produc-
tion of a publication is not as significant in.making such deci-

sions as is the importance of an individual's work to the over-
all project. Designing the research and writing up results

require higher levels of knowledge and understanding of the

entire project than do other, more specialized activities
(Bridgwater, Bornstein, and Walkenbach 1981). For this rea-

son, research design and report writing deserve higher

recognition.
No doubt many scholars would take exception to some of

the criteria emerging from two studies limited to the field of
psychology. The studies' general conclusions, however, pro-

vide a foundation for judging what level of recognition is war-

ranted by various types of contributions to a jointly produced
publication. Perhaps answering a question is the best way to

reach agreement about authorship: "Would completion of
the project, or the paper, have been possible without the indi-
vidual's contribution?" (Weinberg 1989, p. 103). If the answer

is "no," the individual deserves recognition for authorship.

Addressing problems with authorship
Ideally, questions concerning authorship should he addressed

early in a collaborative relationship rather than near the end.
During the initial planning of a joint project, individuals wish
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ing to work together should delineate each partner's respon-
sibilities and agree on the status of authorship for each con-
tributor (Shawchuck, Fatis, and Breitenstein 1986). Often roles
in a collaborative relationship evolve over time. Consequently,
decisions made early in a team's life might have to be re-
visited and perhaps revised. To prevent misunderstandings
and potential conflicts, though, it is essential to discuss author,
ship before collaboration proceeds too far. Team members
should attempt to mach early agreement on a variety of
concerns:

1. The specific responsibilities and expectations for each
party;

2. Acceptable forms of acknowledgment;
3. Authorship and the order of authorship;
1. Access to the research data collected;
S. Appropriate use of the data; and
6. Expectations regarding future writing pnilects (O'Rourke

1989, p. 102).

Failure to resolve questions of authorship satisfactorily can
lead to tension--even hostilityin a collaborative relation-
ship. At worst, disagreements over authorship can abort the
publication of a iointly written manuscript (O'Rourke 1989).

It is best to refer conflicts of this sort to a neutral third party
before they evolve into a permanent impasse. An unbiased
professional acting as an arbitrator can examine controversial
issues from a more objective perspective than can the emo-
tionally involved collaborators. Involving an objective indi
vidual in negotiation can help to resolve difficult issues of
authorship and keep a collaborative prtiject on track

Evaluating Individual Contributions to Collaborations
fraluating individual ctintributions to collaborative products
is closely related to the issue of autluwship. Questions of
authorship, however, are essentially the team's problem that
ideally should be worked out among the collaborttors them
selves. In contrast, the evaluation of individual ,.'ontributitwis
to collaborations, both in teaching and in research, often
becomes an institutional problem that confronts colleagues
who serve on faculty personnel committc 5. department
chairs, deans, and other administrators with difficult questions.



Evaluating the eontrouti(ms individuals make to eollakwative

parmeNhips is perhaps one of the most el iallenging probk.ms
collaboration presents higher education ( Bayer and Smart
1988). At the same time, it is also) one of the most urgent. ln

a competitive enterprise like higher educatkni, individuals
will probably be willing to work together over the long run

only if they are adequately recognized and rewarded their

personal contributions ( Eaton 1951 ). Likewise, quality control

by the schokirly community requires that contributors to)

research and publicatio in he held accountable for tht...ir work.

As thellumber of authors on a jointly written publication
becomes larger, however, it becomes increasingly difficult

cleterMine Who is really respc H [mil* for the art ide's content

and the background research it is based on. The "practice of
multiple authorship weakens the social control (traditionally I

exercised by the scientific community through the award of

recognition for published contributio ins" ( 1 lagstroim 196C,

p. 110). Similarly, nomiiral audio wship the practice in which
individuals who) have had very little to Lk) with a publicatk )11

are listed as flithor.s weakens the academic profession's

ability to) hokl authors accountable for their work Essentially,

with( nit careful assessment and attribution of cro lit low coin

tvibut ions to collaborative products, fraud, distortion, and

other lo wills of dishonest or incompetent pra('tice are difficult

to) identify and correct.
The issue of eValtlat vig itidiVidtial contributions also) arises

in tealli teaching. lii soMe forrns of team teaching, %vhere lac

ulty members each take wsponsibility for a section of a larger

class or teach particular LttHt, evaluating Ilk! wowk of each

fiiculty member is easier. If a team of facult share all aspects

of nirse planning and participate in the classrou nu igether,
however. evaluation of each Alb( watods individual c) )n

hibut io in becomes much More problematk.
Given the impoi Line(' of evaltiat 10)11111 Maintaining acconint

ability low prolessionial work, it is surprising how little the

topic of evaluating collalu wative products is addressed in the

literature owl kAlaboratiOnl. This lack of info wmat ion CO nikl
reflect a wklespread assumption that it is nearly impossibk.

to asSess relative co)ntributionS to collaborative work ( Lindsey

1980 ). Forty years ago, the lao k of adequate measures of col

laborative products was noted, acknowledging the "teilipta

lion)" to Measure cleatiVe work with objective criteria. such

as numher of lu Airs wo irked, number of pag,s written, ow 1111111
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ber of contacts made during fiekl work (Eaton 1951). For-
tunately, this strategy for "evaluatke has not taken hold.
Unfortunately, no more satisfactory procedure for evaluating
individual contributions to cooperative projects has won wide-
spread support Mthin the academic community. Weighting
schemes are one option for assessing responsibility and credit
for collaborative products ' Lindsey 1980). For example, two.
thirds of the credit for autl ship could he awarded to a pub-
licatkin's first author, one-third to the second author, and so
on. Arbitrary schemes of this sort violate the intuitive judg-
ment of many scholars, however (Lindsey 1980). Certainly
many of the contributions that individuals make in collabo-
rative work--either in teaching or in research--are too inter
active and dependent on the support of other team memhers
to weight them so simplistically.

The bottom line is that the evaluation of individual con
tributions to collaborative products is virtually ignored in most
reports on collaboration. Even policies for awarding credit
tOr authorship leave many questions unanswered about how
to rank the contributions individuals make to joint scholarly
endeavors. These policies leave the final decisions on credit
for authorship to the contributors to work out. When complex
and sensitive questions of this sort must he resolved, ideally
they should be answered by the parties most closely involved.
On tne other hand, deans, department heads, and faculty per .
sonnel committees mlist also make judgments about indr
vidual contributions to jointly produced documents or team
teaching. They could benefit from guidelines offering fair and
systematic methods to assess collaboratively produced works.
Evaluating jointly produced scholarship or collaborative
instruction will never lw easy. No simple policy will ever take
the place of thorough examination and discriminating pro .

lessional judgment. Yet as collabotation bewmes a more com-
mon practice among faculty, it becomes increasingly impor-
tant that satisfactory strategies be deveh ped for evaluating
colkhirative outcomes.

Women as Collaborators
Because white males dominate most academic fiekls, col-
laboration by individuals outside the mainstream of higher
education (wonwn and minorities) also deserves careful at
tention. Regrettably, few researchers hav! examined the ex
periences with col laborat it in of acaden tic women. The avail



able evidence suggests that women's collegial relationships

vary from thcse of men, and their approach to collaboration

probably differs as well (Cameron and Blackburn 1981).

Women academi have a tendency toward more personalixed

interaction with colleiiues (Simeone 1987). While men often .

interact with colleagut primarily on a professional basis,

women tend to vim their associates as colleague.friends. This

pattern is vvklent even among highly research-oriented

women professors.
The explanation for these differences could relate to the

orielitation to rekitionsl lip and community that tends to char-

acterize many women. Winnen 's Wow of Knowing(Belenky

et al. 1986) describes the themes of connectedness and

human relations that frame the ways in which women con

struct their work, their lives, and their understandings of the
world. The devek)pmental process for women moves toward

"connected km wing," whereby relationships are based on

trust, empathy, mutual support, and a desire to understand

the ideas and experiences of others. Given the orientation

of many women toward "connectedness" rather than "sepa-

rateness" from others ( sepameness is more likely to char-

actt..rize the way in which men construct their sense of self),

it is not surprising that women and men approach collabo

rative teaching and research relationships difkrently.
Perhaps indivkluals who represent a small minority in an

organization ( women in the academic profession, fin- exam-

ple) are highly visible and are often singled out as tokens

(Kanter 1977 ). likens are frequently "quarantined" or isolated

by members of the,dominant group. "bey are often excluded

from certain social or business occasions, and some topics

are not discussed in their presence. Based on research in col'

porations, "many of the woli,en dkl not tend to be included

in the networks by which informal socialkation occurs and

politics behind the formal system were exposed" ( Kanter

1977, p. 227 ).
Similarly, research documents the difficulties women have

in establishing prokssional relationships in the academic pro-

fession ( Hood 1985; Wong and Sanders 1983). Women and

minorities have a harder tinte establishing contacts with
colleaguefriends and collaborators (Hood 1985). A study at

the llniversity of Califiimia in Santa Barbara shows that this

problem goes back at least as far as graduate school, where

women students have trouble getting involved in master-
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apprentice relationships that often prove pivotal to future
career development. Wcwrien graduate students are more likely
than men to be excluded from protege relationships with
senior faculty (Simeone 1987). The Sama Barbara study found
that men tended to have advantages in gaining access to dis-
tinguished mentors. Men students were also Imre likely to
receive research assistantships. generally regarded as nuire
instrumental in integrating students into ongoing departmen
tal activities and contributing to long-term scholarly perfor
mmice (Wong and Sanders 1983), rather than fellowships.

Although relevant empirical data are sparse. some evidence
exists that women's collegial relationships vary by academic

Ft)r exampk. in physics and chemistry, equivalent per-
centages of men and women graduate students reported they
were apprenticed to faculty members. In contrast, differences
in apprenticeships between the sexes appeared in the bio
logical sc iences and mathematics (Zuckerman and Cole 1975).

Women's ties with colleagues continue to be disadvantaged
killowing entrance to an acadeniic career. A st irvey of 1.000
faculty women revealed th:". a feeling of isolation and the
desire ft networl--, and suppirt gnitips was the se,:ond
est concern ol the inlet sampled ( sr_ncer moor()
1982 ). \\/(mmt professors stiller fro:11 !,tignla of deviakcy
and nence are ohen cxclinled liom old Ixtv networks !hat
can leal to career bet iellts I Kaufman I ')'H s e :also Kanter
!Li"' ror example. male a..6istaill prolcsmws \vere mktre
likely than lemnai assistant pmfe!;sors to have ct Ilegues
higher iitatus in netwoci.N Kautnuci 1978 ).

In contrast. kanale academics \very nr)re likely than males
to include colk!agues ift their network v.-ht have researeli
interc!ts diffciet it il:111 their own. Givt:n their d'Al.ering coin-
pusil ITV'n'S IMMnlith utV iR C hkeh p-,)triote
career gr .. wth and achievement than are the womell'-;

AVid ihe initial exclusion of wt mien from caret, nii
)IlS cookl ivsult permanent exclusii ill tnim influential

male di inimatcd iiLiworks Ivautinan 19'8).
a,:rdemics chlracte:isticall have a larger number of

,fe. Sit/111 'ISOCill nis than dii rend Gaes ( n len in and,

liktekhorn 19H1 ). In cttntrast. wo.n.'11 have larger netwurks
ioii ig c than d'd mcn (I {yod 1985; Kauhnan 19-'8 ). The

i.listinctii in between toen and wt )men. himvver. ci a lid
thy qualit\ rather than the q.xmtily of tlwir professional

connemon.;. More women than men lacolly ct.41,Iborate
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(Cameron and Blackburn 1981), yet women are more likely
than men to continue in a single collaborating relationship,
whereas men tend to have mukiple collaboration partners.
Their differing approaches to colkagueship seem to give men
a greater advatiage professionally. Perhaps a large number
of associations rather than a small number of intimately
known colleagues serves to generate more ideas and leads
to a higher rate of productivity (Granovetter 1973).

The stigma of deviancy appears to be espedally pro.
nounced for unmartied women professors. Unmarried women
academics seem to occupy an even more disadvantaged posi-
tion than their married women colleagues. The former are
more likely to be excluded from male networks (and probably
collaborative arrangements) than are married women pro-
fessors (Kaufman 1978). Likewise, they have fewer males in
their professional networks than do married men or women.
Perhaps most revealing of unmarried female academics'
deviant status is the finding that the number of men in their
networks decreases with time. In contrast, the number of men
in the networks of married women professors increases over
time. The bottom line could be that cross-sex relationships
among colleagues are "more permissible for wonlen with the
protective status of marriage" (Kaufman 1978, p. 16).

Evidence from available research provides at best an unclear
picture of the collaborative authorship experiences of women.
Various studies have produced inconsistent or even contra-
dictory findings. One study, for example, found that women
are just as likely as men to publish collaboratively and that
women are as likely as men to be the first authors on pub-
lications (Cole and Zuckerman 1984). Other studies show
that women are underrepresented as first authors of jointly
authored publications. Evident from psychology (Teght-
socmian 1974) and sociology (Wilkie and Allen 1975) dem-
onstrates that when men and women co-author ankles,
women are more likely than men to be listed as second
authors (see also Heffner 1979). Female PhD.s in one study
were at least twice as likely as any other group in the sampk.
to believe they were excluded km recopition for co-
authorship that they deserved (Heffner 1979). The perception
that women have been excluded from co-authorship was high-
est among female natural scientists. While the conclusion is
not definitive that sex discrimination in awarding collallorative
authorship exists because the number of female Ph.D.s in the
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sample was small, the literature contains considerable support
for the hypothesis of sex discrimination.

The inconsistent findings suggest that many questions
remain about the status of women in collaborative authorship
arrangements. At present, it is imnossible to say whether the
differences in men's and women's patterns of authorship rep-
resent differences between the roles men and women play
when collaborating or differences in the criteria by which they
are allocated credit (Over 1982).

Relatively few studies compare the collaboration of men
and women academics, hut the available information suggests
that the two genders have stylistic differences that not only
influence their approach to collaboration but also their overall
professional performance.

Collaboration by Minorities
Even less empirical research examines the collaboration prac-
tices of minority faculty. The research findings concerning
the work-related experiences of African-American faculty, how-
everone group of minority facultysuggest both that col-
laboration might he less frequent among African-American
faculty than among their white colleagues and that it is pre-
cisely the kind of activity that could help these faculty handle
difficult challenges in their work. While the number of minor-
ity students is increasing considerably, the number of minority
faculty is not keeping pace. Between 1977 and 1983, the num-
ber of full-time African-American faculty dropped from 19,674
to 18,827 (American Council on Education 1988). Further-
more, the number of African-American individuals receiving
doctorates fell from 1,056 in 1979 to 820 in 1986, a 22 percent
decline (American Council on Education 1988). Attrition from
the faculty ranks also is more likely to occur among women
and minority Members than among their white colleagues,
leading to significant concern about "the revolving door syn-
drome" for these faculty members (O'Brien 1990).

!Nil on a compilaticm of the difficulties facing min( wity
scholars is the lack of professorial support from colleagues
and the sense of isolation and alienation they experience
(Frierson 1990; Garza 1988). The research on African-
American faculty emphasizes that these academics experience
isolation from their white colleagues socially, psychologically,
and professionally (Finkelstein 1984; Frierson 1990; Moore
and Wagstaff 1974). African-American faculty frequently have
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difficulties establishing the kind of networks that lead to
collaboration in writing and grantsmanship, positions of re-
sponsibility in professional and scholarly associations, editor-
ships, and consultancies. In addition to isolation and exclu-
sion, minority faculty typically face particularly heavy expecta-
tions for their involvement in committees and departmental
work, as role models for minority students, and as spokes-
people for minority issues (Frierson 1990). African-American
women faculty find these demands especially excessive
(Peterson 1990).

While the difficulty in establishing collaborative relation-
ships is a key feature of the minority faculty experience,
recommendations to enhance the work experiences of minor-
ity faculty stress the importance and value of collaboration.
For example, after careful analysis of the challenges threat-
ening the level of African-American participation in the faculty
ranks, one researcher urges African-American faculty to estab-
lish collaborations with others who share common interests
and specifically with other African-American academics (Frier-
son 1990).

Research that examines the experiences of those minority
faculty who do collaborate will further understanding in
important ways both of the collaborative process and the hue-
gration of minorities into higher education. This gap in the
literature on collaboration needs to be filled.

Collaboration with Professional Subordinates
The role of subordinates in collaborative relationships is
another critical issue that deserves the attention of higher edu-
cation. Collaboration involving senior researchers and pro-
fessional subordinates ( laboratory technicians, research assis-
tants, graduate students, for example) is very common in

,aeademic scholarship. Yet little research examines how super-
visors treat their subordinates in collaborative situations or
how subordinates are credited for their contributions to
research and publications. Certainly the potential for exploi-
tation of individuals in secondary positions exists, because
senior researchers exert great influence over the lives of those
they supervise. Further, senior scholars frequently are in a
position to make decisions concerning the assignment of pub-
lication credit in collaborative research (Heffner 1979).

Subordinates can he exploited in numerous ways. Abuse
occurs whenever assistants are used for nonprofessional t or
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inappropriate) work or when they are not given credit where
it is due (Wildavsky 1986). Graduate students are particularly
vulnerable to exploitation because their academic advance.
ment is often subject to the approval of the same person with
whom they are collaborating. "The problem with teamwork
involving students arises from tension between teaching and
the research assistance aspects of the relationship" (Hagstrom
1964, p. 245). Graduate students are subject to several forms
of exploitation:

1. Prolongation of a student's graduate work;
2. Subordination of a student's educational interests to a pro-

fessor's research interests;
3. Misappropriating credit for work a student has done (Hag-

Strom 1965, pp. 134-.35).

The inequity in power that dominates collaborations
between full-fledged scholars and subordinates presents fer-
tile territory for abuse. Only sparse research documents the
degree to which subordinates in collaborating relationships
experience exploitation. While no evidence was found of a
systematic withholding of co-authorship from non-Ph.D.s on
research teams (Heffner 1979), some statistics do imply that
exploitation is more common than it should be. It also
appears to vary by field. For example, a study in 1957 found
that nearly half (46 percent) of the respondents sampled
agreed "major professors often exploit doctoral candidates
by keeping them as research assistants too long, by subor-
dinating their interest to departmental or the professor's inter-
est in research programs . . . (Berelson 1960, p. 162). Data
from 12 fields seem to show that exploitation is most wide-
spread in the laboratory sciences (Hagstrom 1965); "Major
professors often exploit doctoral candidates," ranging from
57 percent in microbiology, biochemistry, and biophysics to
28 percent in the humanities, and mathematics and statistics
( Hagstrom 1965, p. 134).

These statistics suggest that exploitation of subordinates
in collaborative teams is a serious problem. On the other
hand, the lack of recent research on this topic makes it impos-
sible to assess the present magnitude of the problem. Higher
education has a moral obligation to monitor collaborative
relationships to ensure that they operate fairly and ethically.
Fulfillment of this responsibility requires regular follow-up
research.
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In Conclusion
Most collaborators would agree that some challenging prob-

lems accompany the numerous benefits associated with col-

laboration. Too often higher education has ignored difficulties

like the exploitation of subordinates and failure to award

proper credit for contributions to jointly authored publica-

tions. The lack of good data on these critical issues could

account for the failure of colleges and universities to respond

systematically to these thorny problems of collaboration. The

higher education community should monitor more carefully

the problems associated with joint research and teaching. Like-

wise, higher education should develop firm policies to pre-

vent the negative consequences that sometimes result when

academics work together.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POUCY, PRACTICE,
AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Recent r :ports focusing on the future of higher education
(Boyer 1990; Lynton and Elman 1987) advocate an expanded
and more flexible definition of the professorial role. Collab-
oration with colleagues is one means of enlarging academic
life 'and making it more responsive to the evolving needs of
a dynamic society. Working closely with others gives faculty,
who often feel overextended, the opportunity to explore new
terrain, such as the variety of scholarly modesdiscovery,
integration, application, and teachingthat Boyer views as
major components of the professorial position. Ideally, col .
laboration enables professors to stay fresh and vital by adding
new dimensions to their work lives.

This review of the literature on 'faculty collaboration shows
that joint teaching and research can yield many positive out-
comesas well as some difficult problems. On balance, how-
ever, we believe that the benefits of faculty collaboration are
substantial and outweigh the potential negative consequences.
This section outlines a variety of actions intended to encour-
age mon. faculty collaboration and extend its benefits to a
wider segment of the academic profession. We direct these
recommendations at three distinct audiences: Faculty mem-
bers, administrators and the institutions they lead, and the
higher education community in general.

Recommendations for Faculty
1. Consider developing collaborative relationships.

Both empirical evidence and anecdotal reports testify to the
value of collaborative relationships. Faculty who collaborate
tend to be more prolific and in many cases produce higher.
quality scholarship than academics who conduct research and
write independently. Evidence also suggests that collaborators
tend to be more creative and less averse to risk than those
who work alone. Personal benefits, such as greater satisfaction
with work and overall psychological Well-being, are correlated
with collaborative activities as well. Data on the outcomes
of collaboration are not universally positive. Yet sufficient
information supports the benefits of collaborative relation-
ships to recommend them as a useful vehicle for extending
academic resources and enriching academic life.

We urge professors to start collaborating early in their pro-
fessional lives. Studies of productive scholars reveal that they
almast universally conduct research and publish early in their
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careers, often before completing graduate school (Finkelstein
1984). Frequently, this work is done in collaboration with a
mentor or other senior academic who can introduce the junior
partner to the practices and mores of their discipane and the
academic profession in general. Early collaboration with pos-
itive role models can quickly orient junior academics to effec-
tive practices in teaching and research and cultivate habits
needed for a dynamic and productive academic career.

We also encourage veteran academics to initiate collabo-
rative arrangements with their junior colleagues. The benefits
of collaboration are two-way. Younger academics, fresh from
graduate school, can expose senior professors to recent devel-
opments in their fields, new methods of teaching and re-
search, and.fresh intellectual perspectives. Collaboration
between junior and senior professors can reinvigorate the
more experienced party at the same time it gets the novice.
partner off on the right professional track.

A professor should consider initiating a variety of collabo-
rative relationships over the course of a career. Some active
collaborators work with only one or two partners over a long
time. Others have many intense but short-term collaborations.
No research clearly demonstrdtes that one approach is supe-
rior to the other. We encourage professors to consider the
merits of multiple collaborations, however, because working
closely with a variety of people inevitably exposes individuals
to a wider range of information -and skills and more contrast-
ing points of view than is possible from long-term collabo-
rations with a very limited number of colleagues. Initiating
new collaborative partnerships from time to time can offer
the fresh insights and creative ideas that can diminish as estab-
lished collaborations grow older and more predictable.

2. Be aware of the dimensions of the collaborative process.
Successful collaborations involve a complex set of attributes

and activities, each requiring careful attention from the parties
involved. Faculty who wish to collaborate should be familiar
with all aspects of this process. First it is necessary to identify
avenues for cultivating potential collaborative partners. Faculty
should look broadly and imaginatively when seeking partners
for teaching and research projects. Institutional colleagues,
students, and associates one meets at professional conferences
are just a few examples of a wide array of potential collabo-
rators. Aspiring collaborators need to be familiar with the attri-
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butes of effective collaborative partnerships to organize a team
that has the ingredients necessary for successful teamwork.

Potential collaborators also should be aware of the flow
of the collaborative process and of the distinctive roles
partners typically play. Some key issues (discussing the work
pace and style of team members, establishing guidelines for
the collaborative relationship, determining areas of respon-
sibility, for example) should be addressed early in the rela-
tionship fo, work to progress smoothly. Similarly, those inter-
ested in collaborative relationships should develop skills in
leadership, facilitation, communication, and negotiation and
have an appreciation for the ways in which collaborative
partners might assume different roles as they work together
and as the project progresses.

Understanding collaboration also involves awareness of
the potential pitfalls and problems that can emerge in any
collaborative arrangement. Collaborators who understand how
communication problems, differences in status, and unpro-
ductive partners can derail a team's progress can try to ward
off such difficulties before they become intractable.

Above all, collaborators must learn to maximize mutual
gains. Collaborative arrangements must respond to the dis-
tinctive circumstances and needs of the individual partners
and ensure that each benefits from the joint effort. By pooling
their intellectual resources or dividing a task too large for one
person to complete in a timely fashion, collaborators can all
achieve a level of quantity and quality impossible alone. But
to achieve this objective, academics must learn to coordinate
their efforts and forgo some of the unqualified recognition
that accompanies individual achievement.

Recommendations for Administrators and Institutions
1. Establish policies and environmental conditions supportive
of collaboration.

Colleges and universities that wish to promote collabora-
tion should develop policies for evaluation and reward that
offer incentives for collaborating. For example, institutions
should encourage faculty to include collaboratively produced
work in the portfolios they submit to tenure and promotion
committees. lb make it a meaningful exercise, institutions
must design policies for adequately assessing individual con-
tributions to collaborative projects. lbo often collaborative
work is discounted in the process of faculty evaluation, be-
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cause faculty colleagues and administrators danot know how
to assess its merits, lb give sufficient credit for collaboration,
departments or deans might need to set up special commit-
tees to evaluate individual contributions to team teaching or
co-authored publications. Committees of this sort would
engage outside experts to review collaborative work that falls
beyond the domain of departmental experts (work in
women's studies or American studies by a member of a his-
tory department, for example). Policies that encourage the
thorough and foir assessmem of collaborative work are likely
to benefit the career advancement of active collaborators and
indirectly encourage more collaboration by faculty in general.
When active collaborators are tenured and promoted, the mes-
sage goes out that collaboration is valued and rewarded.

Environmental conditions like institutional policies can
either promote or inhibit faculty collaboration. Both adequate
resources and time are necessary to collaborate successfully.
Institutions that wish to encourage collaboration should be
willing to help with the costs of travel, telephone and mail
charges, and other miscellaneous expenses that collaboration
often entails. Special funds providing seed grants specifically
for joint projects can cover some of these costs as well as
motivate independently minded faculty to work together .

(Office of the Assistant Provost 1990). In some cases, it might
also be necessary to alter professors' work schedules or pro-
vide them with release time to enable faculty to pool their
ideas and design collaborative projects.

Administrators should encourage Faculty to take advantage
of traditional avenues for collaboration, such as team teaching
and joint research by departmental colleagues. Administrators
can also foster collaboration by helping to create new avenues
for collaboration outside normal structural (i.e., departmental)
boundaries. Administrators have a key role to play in the
establishment of study groups, centers, institutes, or other
arrangements of this sort that can increase faculty interaction
and prompt them to work together (Office of the Assistant
Provost 1990). By providing financial and moral support for
interdisciplinary team research and cross-disciplinary teaching,
deans and department heads greatly expand the options for
collaboration available to professors.

Institutions and their administrators'can also support col-
laboration by recognizing it publicly. Campus newsletters and
alumni magazines are ideal places to highlight the achieve-



ments of faculty partnerships and teams. Faculty meetings,
receptions, and other academic and social gatherings also pro-
vide excellent opportunities to publicize the work that faculty
colleagues are doing together.

2. Engage in leadership practices that promote collaborative
activiv.

Senior administrators typically are strategically well-placed
to promote collaboration. They must exercise their influence
carefully, however, to stimulate successful collaborations. First,
academic leaders must be cognizant of both the benefits and
pitfalls of faculty collaboration. They should be aware of the
specific problems that sometimes emerge in collaborative
arrangements (disagreements over credit for authorship,
expk,itation of junior colleagues, for example) and be pre-
pared to intervene whenever necessary to resolve them. Ad-
ministrators should learn how to cultivate collaborative rela-
tionships among their faculty. Helping faculty to identify
shared interests and define projects they can work on together
is a prime way academic leaders can increase the level of col-
laboration among faculty. This type of liaison can he espe-
cially helpful to junior faculty, women, minorities, and other
professors whose careers could benefit from collaboration
with colleagues.

Another way academic leaders can promote collaboration
is by helping faculty to present their collaborative activities
and projects in the most advantageous manner. Consulting
with professors on how they can effectively describe these
activities to tenure and promotion committees can reinforce
the value of investing time and effort in work where credit
must be shared with other colleagues.

Administrators can reinforce the collaborative efforts of fac-
ulty in quiet nut powerful ways. Brief notes acknowledging
co-authored publications, grants shared with other colleagues,
or good ratings on a team-taught course can boost the morale
of professors. Similarly, casual conversations about the prog-
ress of a joint project or an invitation to lunch for an update
on team research demonstrates that administrators are aware
of professors' collaborative activities and care about their suc-
cess. Attention of this sort casts very little but is a potent
means of sustaining faculty collaboration.

Modeling collaborative hehavior is perhaps the most com-
pelling way for academic leaders to foster collaboration
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among faculty. Administrators who take the time to team teach
or co-author articles explicitly convey their respect for col-
laborative work. By practicing what they preach, academic
leaders demonstrate that collaboration can enhance produc-
tivity and enrich academic life.

Recommendations for Higher Education as a Field
1. Create new structures to facilitate interaction and collabo-
ration across opical boundaries that confine faculo.

Many invisible but strong barriers in higher education in-
hibit faculty collaboration, limiting faculty interaction and con-
fli.ing many professors to narrow fields of study and a limited
assortment of professional activities. Academic disciplines,
rank, discrete types of institutions, even gender impose bar-
riers on Faculty.

The strong disciplinary cultures that structure higher edu-
catkm in the United States have facilitated many significant
advances in knowledge and have provided a firm foundation
for productive faculty careers. At the same time, they restrict
professors' professional lives and their potential as teachers
and scholars. Untenured faculty quickly get the message that
they should limit their research and teaching to mainstream
issues within the boundaries of their discipline if they wish
to have a future in higher education.

Academic rank often keeps professors from interacting in
a meaningful way. It is common, for example, for academic
departments to reserve large introductory courses for junior
Faculty and small, upper-division courses for veteran profes.
sors. Such arrangements deter junior and senior faculty from
working together to solve complex problems in teaching
and research.

Similarly, society's perception of gender differences dis-
courages men and women faculty from developing close
working relationships. This barrier limits the opportunities
for collaboration and the creative capacity of both sexes.

Higher education must find effective strategies to break
down barriers inhibiting collaboration. Many of the problems
that now confront Western civilization and humankind in gen.
eral are too complex to be solved by independent scholars
or single disciplines. These problems require multiple talents
and often an interdisciplinary perspective that can be achieved
only when intelligent people representing many fields of
study pool their intellectual resources. In the same vein,
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research on faculty vitality (Baldwin 1990; Clark and Corcoran
1985) suggests that professors should not be confined to rigid,
predetermined roks and career paths. Empirical evidence
indicates that vital professors lead dynamic, diversified pro-
fessional lives involving a wide range of interests, responsi-
bilities, and, frequently, collaborations with colleagues. Higher
education, which needs to play an increasingly important role
in society, could be more creative and influential and take
more risks if it learns better ways to make connections and
supersede barriers that limit its ability to advance understand-
ing and solve problems.

2. Develop strategies to socialize students to collaboration in
graduate school.

At present, professors typically learn about collaboration
haphaurdly. Those fortunate enough to have a mentor or like-
minded colleague learn to collaborate on the job. Many fac
ulty, however, never find a professional partner and hem°
proceed solo through their careers. For higher education to
reap rnaximum benefits from collaboration, students should
learn about the collaborative process, gain an appreciation
for it, and have opportunities to practice it as a formal part
of their educational program. Collaborative learning is gaining
widespread acceptance as an effective educational strategy.
College students could learn to collaborate through regular
opportunities to work together on papers and projects for
courses. Student/faculty collaboration on research, writing,
and instruction is another means to develop the skills and
habits of effective teamwork. Finally, courses that engage sw
dents in collaborative activities should include explicit diss
cussions of the collaborative process, its benefits, and its
potential pitfalls so studems can learn to judge when collab-
orative approaches to problems are most likely to he effective.

3. Include in faculty development programs (especially for
Junior facul0) attention to the value and usefulness of col-
laborative work.

Programs focusing on collaboration should discuss:

1. How to identify colleagues to work with,
2. How to initiate collaborative projects,
3. How to collaborate effectively, and
4. How to handle potential dysfunctions in collaborative

relationships.
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It is particularly appropriate to address issues of this sort in
orientation programs for new faculty. Early identification of
collaborative partners can ease the transition to an academic
career and foster the productivity so critical to the success
of probationary faculty.

4. Broaden the notion of successful faculty work and
achievement.

A call for more collaboration hy college and university fac-
ulty in no way diminishes the merits of individual teaching
and scholarship. More faculty collaboration will not eliminate
the work faculty do independently; rather, it will diversify and
enrich professors' work lives. To achieve this beneficial out
come, however, -the academic profession must expand its
appreciation for collectively produced work. Conventional
wisdom and the reward structure that currently pervade higher
education often treat collaborative products as second class,
if not deviant. The academic profession as a whole and many
disciplines should rethink their emphasis on competition and
autonomy and increase their appreciation for interdependence
and complernentarity. By acknowledging the value added to
academic life through collaboration, higher education can
strengthen its most valuable resourcethe faculty.

Implications for Future Research
This monograph has discussed what is known about collab-
oration among facultyabout its benefits and potential prob-
lems, about who collaborates and under what circumstances,
and about the process of doing productive collaborative work.
Because the research and writing concerning collaboration
specifically among faculty is fairly limited, this monograph
also has drawn from that literature concerning teamwork and
collaboration in other sectors that seemed illuminating to an
understanding of collaboration among faculty. 'While the corn
pilation of findings from the array of literature we have con-
sulted provides a solid base of knowledge regarding collab-
oration among faculty, many questions remain unanswered.
Answers to these questions would be helpful to administra-
tors, faculty members, and institutions that wish to implement
some of the recommendations advanced previously in this
section. Additionally, scholars of higher education generally
and the professoriate specifically could find some of the unan-
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swered questions pertaining to faculty collaboration to be
particularly challenging and interesting.

Throughout this monograph, collaboration among faculty
has been approached as an interpersonal process (Aram and
Morgan 1976) among individuals of different life and career
stages and with diverse personal characteristics, occurring in
an institutional and/or disciplinary context, for the purpose
of pursuing goals together that would be more difficult, if not
impossible, for faculty to achieve alone. Several elements of
this approach to faculty collaboration stand out as useful
rubrics by which to conceptualize a research agenda concern-
ing collaboratkri among faculty. First, a set of issues and ques-
tions can be identified concerning the form and process of
collaboration among faculty members. Second, the diversity
of life, career, and personal imues that accompany faculty
members who engage in collaborative work raise a variety
of other important questions. Third, the fact that faculty
members work within diverse institutional and disciplinary
contexts suggests other questions whose answers could
expand knowledge about collaboration among faculty. Fourth.
potential research questions pertain to the outcomes and
products of collaborative work. The research agenda pre-
sented here is organized around these four conceptual areas.

Issues concerning tbe form and process
of faculty collaboration
More needs to be known about the types and forms of col-
laboration in which faculty members engage. Th,: following
questions deFerve particular study:

'What are the various kinds of collaborations that faculty
members develop? What other forms does faculty col-
laboration take, in addition to the teamwork around
research and around teaching that have been discussed
in this volume? For example, to what extent are faculty
members engaged in collaborative consulting activitiesi
To what extent and in what ways are faculty members col.
laborating with individuals outside higher education?
"Action research- in elementary or secondary schools
or with public health or other social service agencies is
an example. How are relationships between faculty
metnbers and others formed?

More faculty
colksboration
will not
eliminate the
work faculty
do
independently;
rather, it will
diversify and
enrich
professors'
work lives.
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What kinds of collaborative relationships are most pro-
ductive and in what ways? For example, is it more ben-
eficial when the collaborative partners are quite similar
in interests, expertise, and work style, or when they are
complementary?
What are the differing advantages of long-term collab-
orations versus short-term collaborations?
What are the distinctive differences between collaboration
in higher education and collaboration in other sectors?
Are there lessons or useful ideas faculty members could
gain by learning more about the forms and processes of
collaboration in other sectors?

The research in sectors other than higher education has
focused more on the process of teamwork and collaboration
than has the higher education literature. While a few articles
can be cited, many intriguing questions remain concerning
the process in which faculty members engage as they
collaborate:

How do those faculty who engage in collaboration find
each other? How do they initiate their collaborative part.
nerships? What are effective strategies for finding col-
leagues with whom to collaborate and for initiating joint
projects?
How do collaborators terminate their partnerships? What
are effective strategies for ending collaborations? Partic-
ularly, what are effective strategies for terminating prob-
lematic or unproductive collaborative relationships?
What factors (persona disciplinary, or organizational,
among others) inhibit or preclude collaboration? What
factors encourage or facilitate productive collaboration?
How does the experience of collaboration differ depend-
ing on the status of the partners (for example, senior/
junior, senior/senior, junior/junior teams)? What are the
characteristics, benefits, and drawbacks of the different
types of relationships?
What is the process through which long-distance collab-
orations proceed (for example, scientists from different
countries who communicate regularly by computer about
their work)?
How do various communication technologies (such as
fax machines, electronic mail, and computers) affect col-
laborative practices?
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When collaboratively authored scholarly articles are com-
pared, has the process of collaboration differed for those
articles accepted for publication versui those rejected?

Issues cotwerning tbe individual dimensions
of faculty collaboration
Faculty members who enter collaborative teams may play dif-
ferent roles; that is, not every member of a team participates
in exactly the same way. Gender and other personal factors
could relate to the different roles collaborators assume. Some
important questions relate to this aspect:

Within academic collaboration, what kind of roles or pat-
terns of behavior do faculty members assume? Do certain
role patterns or role arrangements in collaborative groups
prove most effective?
Are styles, roles, and behaVor in collaboration associated
with gender in particular ways? That is, do men and
women differ in how they approach their part in a col-
laborative group? Why? Do collaborative interactions differ
in singlesex compared to mixed-sex arrangements?
lb what extent and in what ways do minority faculty mem-
ers participate in collaboration? Might the building of col-
laborative relationships be a vehicle that contributes to
the successful socialization of minority faculty members
in the junior ranks?

Involvement in a collaborative project could hold different
benefits and challenges for faculty members, depending on
their career stage. Conversely, the kind of contributions faculty
members on make to collaborative relationships can vary
across the career stages. A variety of questions concerning
the relationship between faculty career stages and collabo-
ration invite study:

How does socialization in graduate school affect faculty
views of and abilities to engage in collaborative work?
How might graduate schools better socialize and prepare
doctoral students for collaboration?
To what extent do the ways that faculty at different career
stages experience and participate in collaboration vary?
Should faculty members at all career stages be encouraged
to collaborate?
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How do longterm collaborative relationships change over
time? What advantages and what problems emerge after
a collaborative team has worked together for some time?
Can a profile of frequent faculty collaborators be devel-
oped? How are the careers of frequent collaborators
affected by their collaborations? How do their careers dif-
fer from those who collaborate little or not at all?

Issues concerning tbe contexts for
faculty collaboration
The institutional context within which a professor works could
affect his or her experience with collaboration. For example,
professors in liberal arts colleges might have considerable
opportunity and encouragement to team teach but those
working in major universities might not receive similar
encouragement. Conversely, research collaboration may be
more prevalent for university faculty but less likely for cor
munity college or liberal arts faculty (though this approach
to research can be especially productive for faculty whose
busy teaching schedules preclude substantial research time).
The institutional context also can affect the extent and nature
of faculty collaboration through policies and administrative
practices. The following questions concerning the institutional
climate as it relates to faculty collaboration would be fruitful
to pursue:

Does collaboration among Faculty (the frequency and
form) vary by institutional type?
What institutions and administrative policies and practices
facilitate collaboration? Which policies and practices
inhibit collaboration?
Do examples exist of institutions and administrators who
successfully and consciously foster collaboration?
Da student experiences and outcomes differ in institu-
tions where faculty collaboration is highly valued?
in what ways (if at all) do collaborative groups contribute
to institutional effectiveness and success? Does collab-
oration affect the sense of community within a university
or college?
Do patterns of collaboration change as research Facilities
and equipment become more costly? Do patterns of col-
laboration differ in times of budgetary abundance from
those of budgetary stringency?
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Collaborative experiences and outcomes might differ not
only across institutional contexts. Faculty members' disci-
plines and fields also form a context that affects how they
approach collaboration:

How do the process and form of collaboration vary across
disciplines? What are the motivations that lead faculty
members to collaborate in different fields? lb what extent
do faculty members in different fields bring varying as-
sumptions and beliefs about collaboration to their work?
In fields where collaboration is not frequent, what factors
lead some faculty members to engage in this kind of
work? What are the barriers that these faculty members
face? How do they meet these barriers?
In what ways do disciplinary and professional associations
foster collaborative activity among faculty members? lb
what extent does the networking that occurs through pro-
fessional and scholarly meetings lead to actual collabo-
rative projects? How might associations further support
faculty collaboration?

Issues concerning tbe outcomes of
fondly collaboration
Based on the extant literature, this volume has argued that
collaboration among faculty members offers many benefits.
Yet much remains to be studied about the outcomes and prod-
ucts of faculty collaboration:

How do faculty members in different fields perceive the
outcomes (both positive and negative) of collaboration?
How do deans and department chairs perceive the results
of this form of kulty work?
In what ways do the outcomes and benefits of different
forms of collaboration vary? For example, do those who
participate in teaching-related collaboration report dif-
ferent benefits from those reported by faculty who engage
in research collaboration?
Does collaboration enhance research productivity or, in
contrast, do faculty members who already have a com-
mitment and record of high research productivity choose
to collaborate more frequently than their less productive
colleagues?
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To what extent (if at all) does collaboration among aca-
demics result in increased risk taking and creativity and
in increased satisfaction (as much of um literature on
teamwork in other sectors suggests)?
To what extent do faculty who engage in celaboration
actually experience the potential ethical problems this
volume has highlighted? Are ethical dilemmas more likely
to occur in certain forms of collaboration (collaboration
for research, for example, compared to teaching-related
collaboration)?

Other research recommendations
Finally, in addition to identifying re-..zarch questions whose
answers will enrich our understanding of this important and
potendally very fruitful kind of faculty work, we call for con-
sideration of two particular approaches to the study of faculty
collaboration. First, more qualitative study is needed concern-
ing the process, experience, and impact of faculty collabora-
tion. Most of the studies specifically concerning collaboration
among faculty members are quantitative in design. Certainly,
more quantitative work is necessary to answer this long re-
search agenda. Because little qualitative work has been done,
with its particular usefulness in focusing on the details and
the complexity of a phenomenon, however, we urge special
attention to some qualitative work in response to the research
agenda. Second, longitudinal studies and ongoing data col-
lection are needed, A deeper base of knowledge regarding
the process and impact of collaboration for faculty members
and their institutions requires not only isolated studies, but
also long-term and continuing data collection and analysis.

Collaborative work among faculty members offers poten-
tially rich benefits in terms of the production of knowledge
and institutional quality, creativity and new perspectives,
faculty growth and revitalization, and institutional excel-
lence. We urge faculty members and administrative leaders,
as well as scholars of higher education, to consider engaging
in, supporting, and exploring more about this facet of profess
sorial work.
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Collaboration and performance, 30
Collaborative efforts

tensions, 72
Collaborative learning, 14, 16
Collaborative practices, 11
Collaborative process

assessment, 86

dimensions, 84
problems, 85

Collaborative relationships
value, 83

Collaborative scholarship, 3
Collaborative teaching

limitations and concerns, 44, 45
strengths and advantages, 41, 42, 43

Collegial communication, 8
Communication, 58, 59
Communicators, 54
Complementary collaboration, 20
Cooperating scholars

status differences, 60
Concurrent engineering, 13
Conflict re-olution, 17
Connectedness

women, 75
Conrad, Joseph, 27
Contributions to collaborative partnerships, 73
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Cooperative learning, 16
effects, 17
groups, 16

Costs of collaboration, 28
Creativity, 2
Cross sex relationships, 77

Dewey, 15
Division of labor, 64
Doctorates

African.Ameticans, 78

Editorial collaboration, 23
Effective collaboration

factors in, 55
Environment, 12

Faculty collaboration
choice of colleagues, 63
context, 94, 95
form and process, 91
individual dimeusions, 93
inhibition, 88
issues, 91
outcomes, 95
steps in, 63

Faculty development, 89
Faculty morale, 33, 34
Feminist theory, 15
Ford. Ford Maddox, 27
Future research. 90

implications for, 90, 91

General Motors
Saturn plant, 13

Generalist teams, 37
Graduate students

collaboration, 80
exploitation, 80

Great Books programs, 15
Group dynamics, 49

research, 50
theories, 50

Group interaction, 50
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Group performance, 30
Group process, 49

complexities, 52
stages, 52

Groups
age, 62
interpersonal issues, 51
self-assessment, 63
task issues, 51

Hartford, University of, 39
Hierarchical teams, 36
Higher education

future, 83'
Humanities

collaborative activity, 27
Humanities scholars and collaboration, 26

Immature disciplines, 24
Individual contributions to collaboration, 72
Informal socialization, 75
Institutional policies, 86
Interactive teams, 37
Interdisciplinary collaborative groups, 61
Intracoordinated team teaching, 38

Joint appreciation
collaborators, 48

Joint authorship, 68
Joint ventures, 13

international, 14
Junior academics

collaboration, 29

Katz, Joseph, 36, 40
Knowledge as social artifact, 8

laboratory sciences
exploitation, 80

Master-apprentice collaboration, 20, 21
Master Faculty Program, 36, 40
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Mature disciplines, 24
Minorities

collaboration, 78
Minority faculty

collaboration, 79
Mbcedender groups, 62
Modelling collaborative behavior, 87
Models

collaborative teaching, 36
Multiauthor publications, 25
Multiple authorship, 23

Natural sciences, 26
NCR, 13
Negotiated order theory, 48
New Jersey Institute for Collegiate Teaching and Learning, 40
New York, University of, 15
Nobel Prizes, 1

0
Old boy networks, 76

Performance improvement, 7
Perkins, Maxwell, 27
Physical sciences

collaboration, 25
Piaget, 15
Problem solving

collaborative, 30
creative, 33

Productivity increase, 12
Professional connections

quality of, 76
Professional identity, 29
Professional productivity, 8
Professional subordinates, 79
Professional work

accountability, 73
Professionalization

science, 6
Promoting collaborative activity, 87
Protege relationships

senior faculty, 76
Psychological journals, 28
Publication credit, 68
Publication statistics, 31
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Recommendations
for administrators, 85
for faculty, 83
for further research, 96
for higher education, 88
for institutions, 85

Research collaboration, 19
Research impact, 32
Research paradigms, 25, 26
Research quality and collaboration, 31
Role models

collaboration, 84

Scholarly productivity, 30
Science

professional ization, 6
Small-group interaction, 50
Social constructionism, 15
Socialization of students

to collaboration, 89
Specialist teams, 37
Star teams, 36
Status concordance theory, 61
Subauthorship, 23
Supplementary collaboration, 20, 21
Support for collaboration, 85

Teaching
collaboration, 35

1tsam leaders
role in collaboration, 55

Team members
effective, 53
interpersonal skills, 53
orientations, 54

learn teaching, 3, 5,35
faculty roles, 36

Thams
composition, 56
size, 57
structure, 58

Thamwork, 20
medical profession. 17
modem, 19
traditional, 19
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practicalities, 53
process, 92

Technological change, 12
Termination of collaboration, 65
'Pipe A teamwork, 22

C teamwork, 21
l'Spe D teamwork, 22

Understanding collaboration, 85
Universalism, 68

Warner, Charles Dudley, 27
Wolfe, Thomas, 27
Women

collaboration, 74
collegial relationships, 75
graduate students, 76
networks, 76

Women academics
unmarried, 77

women's ways of Knowing, 75
Work guidelines, 65
Wdrk teams, 33
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ASHE-ERIC HIGHER EDUCATION REPORTS

Since 1983, the Association for the Study of Higher Education (ASHE)

and the Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) Clear-
inghouse on Higher Education, a sponsored project of the School

of Education and Human Development at The George Washington
University, have cosponsored the ASHE-ER1C 11(gber Education
Repon series. The 1991 series is the twentieth overall and the third
to be published by the School of Education and Human Develop-
ment at the George Washingtou University.

Each monograph is the definitive analysis of a tough higher edu-

cation problem, based on thorough research of pertinent literature
and institutional experiences. Topics are identified by a national

survey. Noted practitioners and scholars are then commissioned
to write the reports, with experts providing critical reviews of each

manuscript before publication.
Eight monographs (10 before 1985) in the ASHE-ERIC Higher

Education Report series are published each year and are available

on individual and subscription bases. Subscription to eight issues
is $90.00 annually; $70 to members of AAHE, AIR, or AERA; and $60

to ASHE members. All foreign subscribers must include an additional

$10 per series year for postage.
lb order single copies of existing reports, use the order form on

the last page of this book. Regular prices, and special rates available

to members of AAHE, AIR, AERA and ASHE, are as follows:

Series Regular Members
1990 and 91 $17.00 $12.75

1988 and 89 15.00 11.25

1985 to 87 10.00 7.50 .

1983 and 84 7.50 6.00

before 1983 6.50 5.00

Price includes book rate postage within the U.S. For foreign orders,
please add $1.00 per book. Fast United Parcel Service available within
the contiguous U.S. at $2.50 for each order under $50.00, and cal-

culated at 5% of invoice total for orders $50.00 or above.
All orders under $45.00 must be prepaid. Make check payable

to ASHE-ERIC. For Visa or MasterCard, include card number, expi-
ration date and signature. A bulk discount of 10% is available on
orders of 10 or more books, and 40% on orders of 25 or more books
(not applicable on subscriptions).

Address order to
ASHE ERIC Higher Education Reports
The George Washington University
1 Dupont Circle, Suite 630
Washington, DC 20036

Or phone (202) 296-2597
Write or call for a complete catalog.
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1991 ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports

1. Active Learning: Creating Excitement in the Classroom
Charles C. Bonwell andJames A. Ekon

2. Realizing Gender Equality in Higher Education: The Need to
Integrate Woek/Famity Issues

Nancy Hensel

3. Academic Advising for Student Success: A System of Shared
Responsibility

by Susan H. Frost

4. Cooperative Learning: Increasing College Faculty Instructional
Productivity

by David W Johnson, Roger T Johnson, and Karl A Smith

5. High School-College Partnerships: Conceptual Models, Pro-
grams, and Issues

by Arthur Richard Greenberg

6. Meeting the Mandate: Renewing the College and Departmental
Curriculum

by William Toombs and William Tierney

1990 ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports

1. The Campus Green: Fund Raising in Higher Education
Barbara E. Brittingham and Thomas R. Pezzullo

2. The Emeritus Professor: Old Rank - New Meaning
James E. Mauch, Jack W Birch, and Jack Matthews

3. "High Risk" Students in Higher Education: Future 'Rends
Dionne." Jones and Betty Collier Watson

4. Budgeting for Higher Education at the State Level: Enigma,
Paradox, and Ritual

Daniel T Mizell and Jan W Lyddon

5. Proprietary Schools: Programs, Policies, and Prospects
John B. Lee and Jamie P Merisotis

6. College Choice: Understanding Student Enrollment Behavior
Michael B. Paulsen

7. Pursuing Diversity: Recruiting College Minority Students
Barbara Astone and Elsa Nuhez-Wormack

8. Social Consciousness and Career Awareness: Emerging Link
in Higher Education

John S. Swift, Jr.

1989 ASHE-ER1C Higher Education Reports

1. Making Sense of Administrative Leadership: The 'E Word in
Higher Education

Estela M Bensimon, Anna Neumann, and Robert Birnbaum
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2. Affirmative Rhetoric, Negative Action: African-American and

Hispanic Faculty at Predominantly White Universities
Valora Washington and William Harvey

3. Postsecondary Developmental Programs: A laditional Agenda

with New Imperatives
Louise M Thmlinson

4. The Old College Balancing Athletics and Academics in

Higher Education
John R. Thelin and Lawrence L Wiseman

5. The Challenge of Diversity: Involvement or Alienation in the

Academy?
Daryl G. Smith

6. Student Goals for College and Courses: A Missing Link in Assess-

ing and Improving Academic Achievement
Joan S. Stark, Kathleen M. Shaw, and Malcolm A Lowther

7. The Student as Commuter: Developing a Comprehensive Insti-

tutional Response
13arbara Jacoby

8. Renewing Civic Capacity: Preparing College Students for Service

and Citizenship
Suzanne W Morse

1988 ASHE.ERIC Higher Education Reports

1, The Invisible Tapestry: Culture in American Colleges and

Universities
George D. Kub and Elizabeth J. Whitt

2. Critical Thinking: Theory, Research, Practice, and Possibilities

Joanne Gainen Kurfiss

3. Developing Academic Programs: The Climate for Innovation

Daniel T Seymour

4. Peer Teaching: To Teach is To Learn Twice

Neal A Whitman

5. Higher Education and State Governments: Renewed Partnership,

Cooperation, or Competition?
EdwardR. Hines

6. Entrepreneurship and Higher Education: Lessons for Colleges,

Universities, and Industry
James S Fairweather

7. Planning for Microcomputers in Higher Education: Strategies

for the Next Generation
Reynolds Ferrante, John Haytnan, Mary Susan Carlson, and

Harty Phillips
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8. The Challenge for Research in Higher Education: Harmonizing
Excellence and Utility

Nan W Lindsay and Ruth T Neumann

1987 ASHEERIC Higher Education Reports
1. Incentive Early Retirement Programs for Faculty: Innovative

Responses to a Changing Environment
Jay L Chronister and Thomas R. Kepple,Jr.

2. Working Effectively with 11-ustees: BuiLing Cooperative Campus
Leadership

Barbara E Taylor

3. Formal Recognition of Employer-Sponsored Instruction: Conflict
and Collegiality in Postsecondary Education

Nancy S. Nash and Elizabeth M Hawthorne

4. Learning Styles: Implications for Improving Educational Practices
Charles S. Claxton and Patricia H Murrell

5. Higher Education Leadership: Enhancing Skills through Pro-
fessional Development Programs

Sharon A McDade

6. Higher Education and the Public itust: Improving Stature in
Colleges and Universities

Richard L. Alfred and Julie Weissman

7. College Student Outcomes Assessment: A Talent Development
Perspeaive

Maryann Jacobi, Alexander Actin, and Frank Ayala, Jr.

8. Opportunity from Strength: Strategic Planning Clarified with
Case Examples

Robert G. Cope

1986 ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports
1. Post-tenure Faculty Evaluation: Threat or Opportunity?

Christine M Licata

2. Blue Ribbon Commissions and Higher Education: Changing
Academe from the Outside

Janet R. Johnson and Laurence R Marcus

3. Responsive Professional Education: Balancing Outcomes and
Opportunities

Joan S. Stark, Malcolm A. Lowther, and Bonnie MK. Hagerty
4. Increasing Students' Learning: A Faculty Guide to Reducing

Stress among Students
Need A. Whitman, David C. Spendlove, and Claire H. Clark

S. Student Financial Aid and Women: Equity Dilemma?
Mary Moran
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6. The Master's Degree: Tradition, Diversity, Innovation
judfth £ Glazer

7. The College, the Constitution, and the Consumer Student: Impli-
cations for Policy and Practice

Robert M Hendrickson and Annette Gibbs

8. Selecting College and University Personnel: The Quest and
the Question

Richard A Kaplowitz

1985 ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports

1. Flexibility in Academic Staffing! Effective Policies and Practices
Kenneth P Mortimer, Marque Bagshaw, and Andrew T
Masland

2. Associations in Action: The Washington, D.C. Higher Education
Community

Harland G. Noland

3. And on the Seventh Day: Faculty Consulting and Supplemental
Income

Carol M Boyer and Darrell R. Lewis

4. Faculty Research Performance: Lessons from the Sciences and

Social Sciences
John W Creswell

5. Academic Program Review: Institutional Approaches, Expec
tations, and Controversies

Clifton E Conrad and Richard E Wilson

6. Students in Urban Settings: Achieving the Baccalaureate Degree
Richard C. Richardson, Jr. and Louis W. Bender

7, Serving More Than Students: A Critical Need for'College Student
Personnel Services

Peter H. Garland

8. Faculty Participation in Decision Making: Necessity or Luxury?
Carol E. AO

1984 ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports

I. Adult Learning: State Policies and Institutional Practices
K Patricia Cross and AnnMarie McCartan

2 Student Stress: Effects and Solutions
Neal A Whitman, David C. Spendlove, and Claire H. Clark

3. Part.time Faulty: Higher Education at a Crossroads
Judith M. Gappa
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4. Sex Discrimination Law in Higher Education: The Lessons of
the Past Decade. ED 252 169.*

RalA Lindgren, Patti 7: Ota, Perry A Zirket and Nan Van
Gieson

5. Faculty Freedoms and Institutional Accountability: InterActions
and Conflicts

Steven G Olswang and Barbara A Lee

6. The High Technology Connection: Academic/Industrial Coop .

eration for Economic Growth
Lynn G. Johnson

7. Employee Educational Programs: Implicarions for Industry and
Higher Education. ED 258 501.*

Suzanne W Morse

8. Academic Libraries: The Changing Knowledge Centers of Col-
leges and Universities

Barbara B. Moran

9. Futures Research and the Strategic Planning Process: [mpli .

cations for Higher Education
James L Morrison, William L. Renfro, and Wayne I Boucher

10. Faculty Workload Research, Theory, and Interpretation
Harold E. Yuker

'Out-of print. Available through EDRS. Call 1-800-443-ERIC.
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Please begin my subscription to the 1991 ASHEIRIC

Higher Education Reports at $90.00, 33% off the cover

price, starting with Report 1, 1991.

Please send a complete set of the 1990 ASHEERIC
Higher Education Reports at $80.00, 41% off the cover

price.
Outside the U.S., add $10.00 per series for postage.

Individual reports are avilable at the following prices:

1990 and 1991, $17.00 1983 and 1984, $7.50

1988 and 1989, $15.00 1982 and back, $6.50

1985 to 1987, $10.00

Book rate postage within the U.S. is included Outside US, please add $.1.00
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U.S. at $2.50 for each order under $50.00, and calculated at 5% of invoice
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If you're not familiar with the ASHE-ERIC
Higher Education Report Series, just listen
to how subscribers feel:

The ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Reports are among
the most comprehensive summaries of higher education
literature available. The concise format, jargon-free
prose, extensive reference list, and index of each
Report make the ASHE-ERIC Higher Education Report
Series a "must" for any library that maintains a
higher education collection.

The above statement has been endorsed by many of your
colleagues, including:

Kent Millwood
Library Director, Anderson College

William E. Vincent
President, Bucks County Communio) College

Richard B. Flynn
Dean, College of Education, University of .Vebraska at
Omaha

Dan Landt
Assistant to the Chancellor, The City Colleges of Chicago
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at Oklahoma State University and Vanderbilt University. Dr.
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Sourcebook for the Academic Workplace and The Academic
Workplace Audit, and co-editor of Developing New and Junior
Faculty.

ROGER G. BALDWIN is associate professor of higher education
at the College ofWilliam and Mary. His research interests include
faculty career development and the academic workplace. M.
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lie is an active member of the Association for the Study of
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